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Preface

THE AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT is an, infinite realm
containing millions of celestial bodies that move in an
orderly arrangement across the heavens according to
a regular time pattern. This environment represents
incomprehensible distances of billions of miles and
tine scales dating back millions of years. In relation
to this vast realm, the earth is only a tiny part of a
solar system of nine planets, at least 31 moons,
thousands of smaller bodies, and one great star, the
Sun. The Sun is only one of 100 thousand million
stars in the Milky Way.' Galaxy containing the earth's
solar system. The Palomar reflector in California can
photograph 1,000 million other galaxies. By multiply-
ing 100 thousand million stars in the earth's galaxy
by 1,000 million other galaxies, scientists know that
the universe contains at least this number of stars.

One can get some idea of the earth's relationship
to the universe by imagining the earth to be the size
of a pinhead. The Sun might be approximately the size
of a regulation softball some 50 feet away. This dis-
tance represents 93 Million miles and shows the rela-
tionship, of the earth and the Sun to the remainder
of the universe. 'Approximately, 250 feet from the
Sun, Jupiter, the largest planet in the solar system,
will appear to be approximately the size of a large pea.
Pluto, the planet farthest away from the Sun, will be
the size of a small grain of/ sand 1,800 feet away.
The nearest star will appear as another softball ap-
proximately 2,000 'miles away.
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, Obviously, in terms of time and distance in the
universe, the earth is a mere speck containing a variety_
of organic matter supported by a balance of incoming
and outgoing energy and protected by a blanket of
atmosphere. Only 93 million miles away, a blazing
nuclear furnace, the Sun, has thrown intense heat and
energy at the earth since .the beginning of time. In
the opposite direction, approximately 4,000 miles into
the center of the earth, lies an immense core of molten
metal with a temperature comparable to that of the
Sun. As perhaps the. most advanced form of life in
the solar system, man has lived and flourished on a
relatively thin crust of rocky material that has evolved
from this'tholten interior.

Organicdife, such as that found on the earth, thrives
only because of properly balanced forces of grayity,
magnetism, solar energy, and atmosphere that permit
biological development. The rapid rotation of the
earth tends to equalize the earth's temperature and
prevent the concentration of solar energy. Additionally,
the earth's atmosphere reduces the intensity of sunlight
and absorbs some solar radiation.

This text briefly reviews current knowledge of the
universe--the earth and its life-supporting atmosphere,
the arrangement of celestial bodies in outer space, and
their physical characteristics. Beginning with a brief
survey of the aerospace environment in Chapter 1, the
text, in subsequent chapters, examines the composition
of the earth's atmosphere, global weather patterns, and
the role played by various forces in producing weather.
Chapter 4 contains a somewhat detailed consideration
of the region between the earth's atmosphere and the
Moon, with special emphasis on the Moon. Of par-
ticular interest are the most recent findings on the
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surface characteristics and features of the Moon. The
final chapter.contains a brief description of the instru-
ments used by astronomers and examines the worlds of
interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic space.
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Chapter 1

From the. Ground Up_
A Survey of Aerospace
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aerospace . . . of, or pertainhig to, the
earth's envelope of atmosphere and the space
above it; two separate entities considered as
a single realm for activity in launching,
guidance and control of vehicles which will
travel in both entities. US Air Force Glos-
sary ,of Standardized Terms (AFM 11-1,
September, 1970).

If aerospace is a. single realm, it can be
thought of as extending far beyond the
limits of actual or planned spaceship
travelto infinity, a word which we use
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AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT

to describe the utter endlessness of the universe. Until about
`400 years ago, it was generally koeliefed that the earth, was the
center of the universe. As man's knowledge of space expanded,
thig view began to be questioned. Still, it can be useful to us.
Aerospace-, -after all, begins at home. From our starting point on
earth, then, .let us move upward by stages to contemplate the
universe.

o
AER0-

The earth is surrounded by a layer of gas, constituting the
air or atmosphere. This is the "aero-" part of aerospace. At-
mospheric density decreases with altitude (height above sea
level).

Air may be invisible, .but it. is 'very substantial. At sea level,
it exerts a tremendous pressure, .14.7 Rounds per square inch.
Wgighing down on a table top, it, WOuld rush the table were .it
not for the faCt that the pressure underneth the table is equal
to that on top. Gas pressure at a point exerts itself equally in
all directions. We would be crushed to cl\elith by the atmos-
phere if the internals pressure of our bodies did not equal the
external pressure.

We feel the air, ;particularly when it moves. When the air
flows against you slowly, you- feel it as a gentle breeze. On the
other hand, it can move with enough speed and force to knock
you off your feet, uprciot trees, and destroy buildings. When the
wind blows, or clouds form, or rain and snow fall, or when
sunshine and blue skies. prevail, or when you feel warmth Jr
cold, you are experiencing the "life of the atmosphere. That
is, you experience its movement and its

are

in moisture con-
tent and temperature. These changes .are called weather, which
we digcuss in Chapters 2 and 3,

As noted earlier, atmospheric density decreases with altitude.
If you are a lowlander and visit the "Mile-High City," Denver.
Colorado, you may initially experience slight shortness of breath,
but you, will become accustomed to the altitude and have no
further discomfort. Less dense air also gives less lift to airplane
wings. Airplanes taking off and landing at airports near Denver
must use more runway thau they der at lowland airports. On the

2
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FROM THE GROUND UPA SURVEY OF AEROSPACE

whole, however, man and his machines adapt quite easily to the
atmosphere a mile above sea level.

At altitudes of two or more miles above sea level, however,
life becomes a bit more difficult. Lowlanders visiting such regions
must .be careful not to exert themselves until they become
accustomed to the thin air. Hardy natives or longtime residents
of the Peruvian Andes, Nepal, or Tibet develop extra lung

capacity for living in such environments. Plant and animal life
consists of those species that have adapted to the thin atmos-
phere.

At an altitude of three and one-half miles, the pressure of the
atmosphere is about half that at sea level. As you learned in
Aircraft of Today, breathing at this altitude becomes difficult for
many airplane engines as well as living creatures. Reciprocating
engines \need superchargers and turbosuperchargers to pump more
air to them. Passengers and crew in a high-flying aircraft must carry
their own atmosphere with them in the form of an oxygen-
breathing apparatus or a pressurized cabin. (Figure 1.)

At a still higher level, beginning approximately seven to ten
miles up (depending on location and season). air becomes so
thin that it.will not support or produce weather. Watei mole-
cules are so sparse that they cannot form even the most deli-
cate clouds. At this altitude, however, the air is still sufficiently
dense; to"to= give lift to wings and to fire the engines of jet air-.
craft. Spme turbojet aircraft can fly as high as 20 miles, and some
unmanned ramjets almost 30. Above these altitudes, at present,
air breathing engines of any type can no longer function, nor
can wings support flight.

At altitudes of 40, 50, or 60 miles, however, a great many
molecules are present. The daytime sky here is black, and there
is still enough air, to burn up a meteor* completely through
friction. An outbound space ship penetrates this layer with the
'help of a heat-resistant nose. A returning space ship turns its

blunt nose forward and becomes white hot as it uses this ex-
tremely thin atmosphere to slow its descent. Chapters 2 and 4
provide a closer look at the different layers of the upper at-
mosphere.

For a definition of meteor sec Chapter 4. p 75
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Figure 1. Our atmosphere consists roughly of four main layers
troposphere, stratosphere, Ionosphere, and exosphere.
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FROM THE GROUND UP-A SURVEY OF AEROSPACE

SPACE

One definition of Space places it somewhere about 100 miles
above the surface of the earth. At least here is. a level at which
unpowered man-made satellites, if launched with enough ve-

locity, can coast repeatedly round and round the earth at more
than 17,000 mph, apparently unhindered by molecules.

At an altitude of 100 miles, molecules are too scattered to
have any gas-like character. They do not collide and bounce
against each other often enough to produce the effects of heat
or pressure or to set up waves. Thus, there is no sound. Great
rocket engines, which make such a deafening noise in the atmo-
sphere, blaze away in utter silence.

Another definition of the boundary between air and space,
however, sets it at 600 miles up rather than 100. Both are ac-
ceptable along with numerous other definitions of this boundary
ranging from about 60 to 20.000 miles. The thinning out of the
atmosphere is so gradual that no boundary can be precisely de-

fined. Variations in the orbiting life of satellites represent one dif-

ference between altitudes of 100 miles and 600 miles. Those
satellites boosted no higher than 100 miles usually come to earth

within a few months. They are gradually slowed down by colli-

sions with the thin air and other tiny particles of matter until they

lack the speed to hold them at this high altitude. Each orbit

is slightly lower, than the previous one until the satellite eventually

makes a blazing reentry into the atmosphere at a velocity that
burns it up like a meteor. At 600 miles altitude, on the other
hand, stray molecules are so few and far between that a satellite

passing through them can stay aloft for years with undiminished

velocity.
Further on in this unit, you will learn about Van Allen radia-

tion belts (Figure 2) surrounding the earth for many hundreds of
miles into space. solar winds encountered at still greater distances.

and other phenomena, which indicate that, far beyond the limits
considered so far, space is not a totally empty vacuum. Nor.
probably, is it totally empty anywhere in the universe, as the

stars themselves seem to bear witness.

THE DIMENSIONS OF SPACE

Space begins then, at most, a few hundred miles from earth.
How far it extends is almost unimaginable. For the remainder of

5



AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2. The Von Allen radiation belts.

thisthis chapter,- let us try only to grasp distances and dimensions
as we consider cislunar space, the solar system or interplane-
tary space, interstellar space, and, finally, 'intergalactic space. In
later chapters, we return to these immense realms Jor a closer
study.

Cislunar Space

Cislunar space means "this-side-of-the-moon space." The Moon
orbits the Earth at an average distance of about 238,000
miles. Therefore, for convenience, we may refer to any space
within a quarter-million miles of the Earth as cislunar space.
Imagine the Earth as a basketball and the Moon as a tennis
ball orbiting it at a radius of about 28 feet. Man so far has moved
these 28 feet into space. Moreover, not only have Amei-icans
traveled as far as the Moon, but some have landed on the Moon.
But the prospect of a longer manned voyage into space is still
many years away Cislunar space. then, represents the present limit
of travel for the human race.

Interplanetary Space

The Sun and all the planets and smaller bodies within the in-
fluence of the Sun's force of gravity constitute the solar system.

6
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FROM THE GROUND UPA SURVEY OF AEROSPACE

NEXT -DOOR NEIGHBORS. The Moon represents the limits of man's
travel, but man-made unmanned space vehicles have traveled .far-
ther. Probes have been launched to Earth's next-door neighbors
in the solar system, Mars and Venus.* Photographs of Mars from a
distance of only a few thousand miles have been taken from US
vehicles. The Soviet Union has actually landed a vehicle on Venus.
At their closest approaches, Venus is 26,000,000 miles away from
Earth, and Mars 34,500,000 miles. These "closest approach" fig-
ures, however, do not represent the actual distances traveled by
these vehicles to reach their goals. Since they are launched into
space in curved paths by the motion of the Earth as it orbits the
Sun at a speed of almost 67,000 mph, they must chase their target
planets in long, looping pathways around the Sun, covering hun-
dreds of millions of miles. Such distances represent the limits of
travel of man-made vehicles so far. The voyage from the Earth
to either of these neighboring planets requires about seven months.

A manned voyage of such length would require a much roomier
space ship than the Apollo vehicles that can barely hold three men
in rather cramped quarters oh eight-day round trips to the Moon.
Moreover, the rocket that could .launch such a large spaceship to
Mars would require many times more power than the Saturn V.
And a spaceship that could land on Mars and still have enough
reserve fuel to thrust free of Mars and return to Earth would need
a launcher many times more powerful again.

But space travel is not our subject. Another text, Spacecraft
and Their Booster, tells you more about travels in space. Let us
continue with our efforts to describe the distances of space.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM. The solar system appears to be a rather
flat, disc-shaped planet system.. (Figure 3.) All but two of the
planets orbit the Sun in approximately the same plane, varying only
a few degrees above or below it. (The two exceptions are the
innermost and outermost planets, Mercury and Pluto. The latter
swings up and down from this plane 17° in its journey around
the Sun.) The planets orbit the Sun at different ,speeds, in the
same direction, which, viewed from the north, appears as "coun-
terclockwise." The following table contains interplanetary distances
and other data:

Sc e Chapter 5 for details of the= probes.

7
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AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT

Mean distance Period of
from' Sun (near- - orbit Orbital
est 500,000 Mass (Earth days velocity
miles) (Earth = 1) or years) (mph)

The Sun 335,500

Mercury 36,000,000 0.05 88 days 107,100

Venus 67,000,000 0.8 225 days 78,300

Earth 93,000,000 1 3651/4 days 66,600

Mars 141,500,000 0.1 1.88 years 53,900

Jupiter 484,000,000 318.0 11.86 years 29,200

Saturn 887,000,000 95.2 29.5 years 21,600

Uranus 1,784,0NA000 14.5 84 years 15,100

Neptune 2,795,500,000 17.2 165 years 12,100

Pluto 3,675,500,000 0.9 284.4 years 10,600

To sum up, the planets vary in weight (or more properly,
mass) from Mercury's one-twentieth of Earth to giant Jupiter's
318 times that of Earth. All, however, are dwarfed by the Sun,
whose intense energy supports life upon Earth. Here, however,
we are considering only its mass-335,500 times that of Earth
which is one of the factors holding the solar system in its present
'pattern and keeping the planets in their orbits. The periods of
orbit and orbital speeds of the various planets are related to
distance from the Sun, as discovered by Johannes Kepler almost
400 years ago. Some 300 years ago, Sir Isaac Newton discovered
the principle of gravitation, which accounts for the orbital charac-
teristics of the planets.

Consider the solar system as a giant platter, some 7.35 billion
miles across, with the orbit of Pluto as its outer dimension. At
the present time, there is no indication of a planet beyond Pluto,
but the possibility of such a planet is not ruled out. We do know

Sthat.the tth's gravity extends far beyond the orbit of Pluto.
THE ASTRONOMICAL UNIT. Since we now measure distances in

space by the billions of miles, this unit of measurement has be-
come a cumbersome choretoo many zeroes. Astronomers find it
more convenient to use the astronomical unit (AU), which is
the average distance from the Sun to the orbiting Earth, or 93
million miles (more precisely, 92,959,670 miles). By this longer
yardstick, Pluto orbits the Sun at an average distance of 39.5
AUs. Jupiter's mean distance from the Sun is 5.2 A-Us.

-



FROM THE GROUND UP--A SURVEY OF AEROSPACE

Figure 3. The Solar System.

I he astronomical unit, hokever, is conk ement for measuring
distances only kk alun the solar system. As kke shall see, it is inad-
equate for measuring the distances of interstellar space.

Interstellar Space

Interstellair ace means "peace betkkeen the stars." On a clear.
moonless night. if y oil ha k e good ey esight. you can distinguish
s011ie 6.000 stars kk all the naked eye That is, your eye can re-
solk e them as separate points of light. On such a night. you can
also see a dense hand of stars stretching across the sky from
horizon to horizon. These stars appear as points of light so small,
faint, and numerous that the naked cannot resole them. This
hand of stars appears as a misty L loud \ nkients Lalled it the

"Galax)," 1k hih is roughly translated from Latin as the Milky
ay, With the use of successiLely more pokkerful telescopes, a

greater number of star, heLaille apparent It is estimated that there
are about 100 billion stars in the Milky Way

9
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AEROSPACE. ENVIRONMENT

Our Sun is a star and a member of this family. As scientists
have learned, it is n6t the largest or brightest member. In fact,
the Sun is somewhat below average in size and brilliance.

THE LIGHT YEAR AND THE PARSEC.SinCe many stars much
larger and.brighter than the Sun are observed as points of light, the
astronomical unit is not adequate for measuring interstellar dis-
tances.

The light year.A better means of measuring interstellar
distances is the speed of light. Light travels through space at about
186,300 miles per second. Thus, the Moon you see is the Moon as
it was 1.3 seconds ago. The Still, on the average, is eight light
minutes away from earth. The rays of the Sun must travel five
hours, more or less, to reach Pluto. These are some of the dimen-
sions of the solar system measured by the speed of light. For
interstellar distances, the light year is the most commonly used
unit of measurement. One light year equals 5,878 billion miles,
or about 66,000 AUs. (See 'Figure 4.) The nearest star, Alpha
Centauri, is about 4.3 light years away from earth. The far edge
of the Milky Way -is about 80,000 light years away.

The parsec.Another unit sometimes used to measure inter-
stellar distances is the parsec, which is short for parallax of one
second- of arc. One parsec equals 3.26 light years. The nearest
star, Alpha Centauri, is 1.3 parsecs away. Since the parsec is
longer than the light year, the parsec is sometimes used to ex-
pmt.'s very great interstellar-or intergalactic distances. In this text,
however, we shall continue to use the morefamiliar unit of

Figure 4. The light year is commonly used for measuring interstellar distance:.

10
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FROM THE GROUND UPA SURVEY OF AEROSPACR

Figure 5. Our solar systoin in relation to the Milky Way Galaxy.

the light year. You should remember, however, that parsec is

another unit of measurement for space.

THE Milky Way Galaxy. The Sun and all the other visible
stars belong to the Milky Way. The stars appear concentrated in
a rather narrow belt across the sky because of the Milky Way's
shape. It is a round, flat, pancake-shaped formation of stars, some-
what bulging in the middle. We are located about 30,000 light
years from the center of the Milky Way, which has a diameter of
about 100,000 light years. The thickness in our vicinity is about
3,000 light years and that of the bulging center, about 15,000
light years. And these are not the limits of the universe but only
one small part of it. (See Figure 5.)

11



AJXOSPACI INVOLONMENT

Intergalactic Space

In the constellation Andromeda, one can see what appears as
a dim white region, which was originally believed to be a thin
cloud of gas or nebula. Examination with a powerful telescope,
however, reveals that the area of light in Andromeda is not a
nebula but a spiral-shaped cluster of stars. In 1923, with the
help of the Mount Wilson, California, 100-inch mirror telescope,
the American astronomer, Edwin Hubble, confirmed the opinion of
earlier astronomers that this cluster of stars was truly another
galaxy. This galaxy is somewhat larger than the Milky Way, about
130,000 light years in diameter, and is located about 2 million light
vars away.

Today, we know that the galaxy in the constellation Andromeda
is our next-door neighbor in intergalactic spacethe space be-
tween the galaxies. Astronomers now estimate that the number of
galaxies in the universe may exceed 100 billion. They come in
groups and clustersgalaxies of galaxies !The most remote galaxy
observed is estimated to be S billion light year away.

In recent years, astronomers have discovered several of what
they believe to be distant stars or starlike sources of extremely
intense energy called quasars, (short for quasi-stellar radia.-
tion sources). According to one estimate, one of these sources is as
far as 9 billion light years away. Scientists are still uncertain about
quasarswhat they are and how distant they are. As for us, we
have suggested the immensity of outer space, and we have indi-
cated the present limits of man's observation, if not his imagina-
tion.

LIFE ABROAD AND AT HOME

Before we return to a discussion of earth, we should consider
two other questions. Is there life in outer spacel.,Are there in-
telligent beings in outer space?

1 ,

The answer to both questions is "probably yes." ',With a hun-
dred billion stars in an average sized, galaxy, multiplied by the
hundreds of millions of galaxies in intergalactic space, there must
be vast numbers of star systems with planets in orbits around them.
Every star need not have a system of planets, but the number of
stars with such systems must be almost greater than we can com-
prehend. BT even if most of the planets could not support life,
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there still must be a tremendous number with favorable conditions
to the evolution of life. Even without considering planets which
would support only lower forms of life, mathematical probabilities
still favor the existence of at least a few, possibly a gieat., many,
planets that support intelligent living beings.

By the same token, however, the probability that intelligent life
exists elsewhere in our solar system are practically nil. Among only
nine planets, our Earth seems to be the only one that is neither
too large nor too small, neither too near nor too far from the Sufi,
to support life as we know it. Its gravity is strong enough to hold an
,atmosphere around it. Its speed of rotation is sufficient to distribute
the warmth of the Sun over its whole surface. The atmosphere
helps in this task of heat distribution. Sometimes the term biosphere
(sphere of life) is used to include atmosphere, water, ourselves, and
all other living thingslife and the environment that supportt life.

Let's, then, take a closer' look, at this planet of ouyI and its
spheres of air and water.

WORDS. PHRASES AND NAMES TO REMEMBER

aerospace Milky Way Galaxy
altitude nebula (pl. nebulae)
Andromeda parallax
astronomical unit (AU) parsec
biosphere quasar (quasi-stellar-
cislunar space radiation-sourde)
galaxy solar system
intergalactic space space
interplanetary space speed of light
interstellar space vacuum
Kepler, Johannes weather

.light year .

REVIEW QUESTIONS

.1. What are the altitude Multi of airbreathing aircraft?

2. What evidence is there of some atmosphere at altitudes up to 60 miles?

3. What happens to sound transmission at an altitude of 100 miles? Why?

4. What are the present limits of travel of the human race? of unmanned
manmade vehicles?

13
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S. Approximately, what is the mean distance between the Sun and the,
planet Pluto in miles? In astronomical units? In time at the speed of light?

6. State tie approximate dimension's of the Milky Way Galaxy.. How many
stars, by rough estimate, does it contain?

7. What is the distance to the constellation Andromeda? To the farthest
known quasar according to one estimate?

$. On what basis might we speculate that there is life in outer space?

9; What are some of the conditions which make Earth an ideal planet for
suppOrting life?

14



Ckapter 2

Earth and Atmosphere

T HE ATMOSPHERE produces a wide
variety of weather conditions. Weather

conditions prevail at each point in our solar
system, but only on the planet Earth are
conditions suitable for supporting human,
animal, and plant life, as we know it. The
circulation of the atmosphere around the
Earth plays an important part in making
our planet habitable.

ATMOSPHERE AND LIFE

Before we describe the circulation of the
atmosphere, we should consider other basic
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ways in Which the earth's blanket of atmosphere suPpokts and pro-
tects life. In this sense we view the atmosphere without regard t

ni9Vem t. A

Composition of the Dry Afinoimak

Air is a mixture 'of nitrogen, oxygen, water,apor, and other
gases. Nitrogen and oxygen are 'element's, niean g ttat the mole-
cules in which they occur consist entirely of one kind of atom.
As found in free air, both nitrogen'' and oxygen molecules con-
silt of two atoms joined' together, written in chemical formtitas

as N2 and 02'. Oxygen also occurs in air in a triple form called
ozone (OD, very rare near the surface but somewhat more

'abundant at high altitudes.
Compounds are substances whose molecules are constructed of

more than one kind of atom. Pure water is a compound of one
oxygen and two hydrogen atoms, the familiar H20. A compound
in the air vital to life on earth -is carbon diokide (CO:). Under

the right conditions, different chemicals undergo reactions with
each other;, that is, molecules exchange atoms and form new
compounds or release elements. Sometimes the reaction is slow and

quiet; at other times the reaction is violent. As the' molecules
undergo these changes, we can compare the slow reactions to

fires and violent reactions to explosions. In any event, the/result is the

release of energy from a number of molecules. We are aware
that some chemical substances like gasoline or dynamite store a
tremendous amount Of enerwt that can be released by applying

the proper stimulus.
The physical properties of air are as important as its chemical

propertiesAir behaVes like any other gas. Its molecules con-
stantly collide and bounce away from each other. In a con-
tainer, they hit against the container walls and create pressure.
Heating the air causes the molecules to move more vigorously
and increase the pressure. Cooling i causes the pressure to
drop. If you squeeze a quantity of air into a smaller container,
the pressure increases. If you transfer .the air to a larger con-
tainer, it will _expand to fill whatevcir space is available, and
pressure will drop. The ocean of air surrounding the earthy is not'
knclosed in a container, but the force of the earth's'grayily keeps
it bound to the earth 'and prevents it from disappearing into space.
The physical laWs governing the behavior of free air are some-
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Ka

what more complex than those governing the behavior of air in
containers, but some of the same principles apply. Atmospheric
pressure and temperature constantly vary at any one place and
from .one place to another.

Despite these variations, the mixture of the component gases
in the atmosphere remains remarkably constant. One ingredient,
water vapor, is a variable. Without water vapor and for;:ign sub-
stances, the atmosphere has a dry air composed of these gases
Almost always in these proportions:

Nitrogen (N2) 78 percent
Oxygen (02) 21 percent
Argon (Ar) 0.94 percent
Carbon DioXide (CO2) 0.03 .percent
Rare gases 0.01 percent

Such is the air that you inhale. The air which you exhale from
your lungs is a somewhat different mixture. Its oxygen content
is reduced to about 16 percent,. and its carbon dioxide content is
increased to 4.S percent. Your body thus consumes oxygen and
produces 'carbon dioxide.

Figure 6. Mixture of gases which make up dry air and layers of atmosphere.
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Nitorgen does not seem to be affected by the breathing pro-
cess. It is inert as far as breathing goes. It seems to serve humans
and other breathing creatures merely to dilute the active ingredient,
oxygen, to the proper strength. However, in the life cycle or
balance maintained by all living things, which we call ecology,
nitrogen plays a very active role. It is drawn from the air by bac-
teria in the soil. Then it nourishes plants and creates proteins,
which/are eaten by animals and humans. In death, plants and
animals decay and return 'nitrogen to the air. This is the nitrogen
cycle' essential to life on earth.

Ecology and the Oxygen Cycle

In the oxygen cycle, humans and other breathing creatures use
oxygen and food to sustain life just as an air-bb...athing auto-
mobile or aircraft engine uses oxygen and fuel to function. The
same elementscarbon and hydrogenin different compounds
provide energy for living beings or machines in the carbohydrateS
(sugars and starches) of food or the hydrocarbons*, which are the
energy-giving compOunds of petroleum products and coal. Carbon
dioxide gas is one of the waste products of combustion in man
and machine. Even though it diffuses and becomes approximately
0.03 pertent of the atmosphere, it also plays an important role
in the life cycle, as we shall see.

In recent years, there has been much public concern about air
pollution in many parts of the world. The average citizen fre-
quently uses the word "ecology" to voice his concern. Not too
many years ago, it was used only in the special vocabulary of
scientists. Although this text emphasizes weather and not ecology,
there is no denying the fact that di .urbed ecology is a real problem
in many localities today and is apidly becoming a world prob-
lem. Moreover, in our discussion of the atmosphere as a part of
the aerospace environment, ecology cannot be ignored. When we
speak u- the nitrogen and oxygen cycles of life in which the
atmosphere participates, we are referring to the overall ecological
pattern of the whole earth, not merely of certain regions.

As far as the basic gaseous composition of the world's atmos-
phere is concerned, measurements over the past few decades
show no significant change despite tremendous industrial expansion

Technically, carbohydrate Is a compound Including carbon. hydrogen. and oxygen A hydro.
carbon Include; only carbon and hydrogen,
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The oxygen content has remained the same. Air pollution, at least
for the present, is a problem of what is added to the atmopshere
rather.than what is taken away from it.

The world's plant life constantly replenishes the world's oxygen
supply through photosynthesis. Green plants accomplish this task
of converting sunlight to food energy with the help of a substance
called chlorophyll, which also gives them their green color. In the
process, carbon ,dioxide is drawn from the air. The result of the
synthesis is storable food energy or carbohydrates. In the same
process, oxygen is released into the air. Photosynthesis, in short,
is the opposite of man's and animal's breathing and eating. In-
stead of exhaling carbon dioxide, plants consume it. Instead of
consuming oxygen, they produce it. Instead of consuming carbo-
hydrates, plants produce and store them.

Thus, the world's biosphere depends upon energy from the
Sun. All sources of food or fuel on or within the earth can be
traced to plant photosynthesis and the energy of the Sun. Life
also depends upon a basic chemical balance in air, water, and
living things, of which carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
in various proportions and compounds are the -Prime elements.

In the previous chapter, we posed some questions about life in
outer space,...Nowhere else in the solar system is there the proper
combination of sunlight (not too much nor too little) and at-
mospheric and earth chemistry to provide such a biosphere as
ours. This combination, however, supports life as we know it. In
making guesses about life in outer space, the possibility arises of
a planet with an entirely different chemical and physical balance,
which may consist of beings that grow, move, feel, think, and
possess other aspects of "life" even under conditions impossible
for earth life. But let us turn our attention to the environment of
our earth atmosphere.

The Roles of Water and Dust

Two more ingredients of the earth atmosphere are also impor-
tant factors in our ecology: water and dust. The water content is
highly variable. In clear air, .N.Ater is present as molecules of H2O
in gaseous form called water vapor. The amount of water vapor
that a given volume can hold varies with temperature. The higher
the temperature, the more water molecules it can hold, as the
following table shows:
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Weight of water necessary to
'saturate the volume of a pound of dry air
under standard conditions. Temperature (Fahrenheit)

.005 Pound 40*

.011 pound 60'

.026 pound 806

.043 pound 100'

,

An unsaturated_yolume, then, containing a given amount of water
vapor will become saturated if its temperature decreases suffi-
ciently; as the temperature further decreases, normally some of the
water vapor condenses as fog, cloud, Ot-preclpitation.'

SATURATION AND EVAPORATION.Under saturated conditions, the
relative humidity is 100 percent. The temperature at which satura-
tion occurs or will occur is called the dew point. When a weather=
man predicts fog, he predicts that the temperature will fall to
the dew point or below, or enough water vapor will be added
to bring the relative humidity to 100 percent. The opposite
of condensation is evaporation. As warming occurs, the fog or
cloud disappears. In evaporation, water molecules .leave water
surfaces, -like those of lakes, rivers, and oceans, or wet surfaces.
Evaparation produces a cooling effect. Thus, we can sometimes
sense ,differences in relative humidity at a given temperature. For
example, at 80 degrees you will usually continuously perspire a
certain amount, regardless of humidity. If you feel uncomfortably
hot and. damp at 80 degrees, it means that the body's perspira-
tion is evaporating slowly and is therefore producing little cool-
ing. If you feel comfortable at 80 degrees, your body perspira-
tion is evaporating as fast as it appears on your skin and lowering
your skin temperature a few degrees in the process.

FORMS of !PrtgaPITATIoN.There are various forms of pre-
cipitation. Pell; forms on the ground and other surfaces when
the temperature of that surface is at or below the dew point. The
surrounding air may beAarmer and unsaturated, bdi condensa-
tion occurs when the 4ir strikes the cold surface. ,Frost occurs
in the same manner on' a surface that is below freezing tempera-
ture. When cldud or f g droplets become too heavy to float in
the air and begin to se tle toward the ground, they become mig
or drizzle. Still; heavier Idrops, of course, are called rain. Snow is
produced by mdisture ,fieezing around a tiny ice crystal; the char-
acteristic six-pOinted or six-sided shape of the snowflake is the

20
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result of its bUilding on its original crystal line shape as it grows.

(There is a theory that the. triangular shape of the H2O molecule

is the reason.)
THE IMPORTANCE OF DUST.Except ot temperatures well below

freezing, clouds and fog are composed' of very small droplets of

water which collect on microscopic water-absorbent particles of
solid matter, in the air, such as dust, salt from evaporating sea

spray, and products of combustion. The, abundance of these par-
ticles on which the droplets form, called condensation nuclei, per-
mits condensation to occur generally as soon as the air becomes

saturated.

ATMOSPHERE IN MOTION I)

We can now begin to understand some of the mysteries of
weather. Added to the properties of the atmosphere that we
have discussed is its motion. Motion is one of the atmosphere's
ways..of distributing heat;

Heat Transfer

There are basically four ways of transferring heat: radiation,
conduction, convection, and advection. Only the last two of these
involve atmosphere in motion, but let us briefly consider all four.

RADIATION.Radiation is the transfer of heat through space or
through air independent of the heat-transfer properties of the air
itself. The heat energy of the Sun reaches the Earth through radi-
ation. This method transfers heat energy without changing the ten:-

perature of anything between the source of energy and the object
heated. Heat energy escapes a generating source in the form of
waves. These radiant waves (cr rays) are themselves a form of
energy. When radiant energy from one object reaches another ob-
ject, it is absorbed and changed again into heat energy.

Scientists classify radiant waves according to their length. Radiant

waves of different lengths, are assumed to form a band, or spectrum.
At one end of this band are the shortest waves; at the other end,
the longest waves. Waves sent out by the Sun include ultraviolet

rays, visible light rays, and Infrared rays. Ultraviolet rays are in-
visible rays that lie beyond the violet rays toward the short-wave

end of the spectrum. Infrared rays are invisible rays that lie be-
yond the red rays toward the long-wave end of the -spectrum. The

visible light rays lie between the ultraviolet and the infrared rays.
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The waves of any of these groups are not of identical length. For
example, there are short infrared waves and long infrared waves,
depending upon the distance of the wave from the visible red
of the spectrum.

Although radiant energy is never destroyed, it may be changed
in many ways. Radiant waves may be absorbed or reflected by
clouds in the atmosphere; they may be scattered or reflected by
dust in the atmosphere; they may be transmitted through the
atmosphere; they may be absorbed by the earth and converted into
heat energy.

Were there not a balance of heat between the earth the
atmosphere, and space, the earth, bombarded continually by
radiant waves, would become increasingly warmer. This does not
happen because the radiant energy received by the earth is, in turn,
radiated from the earth into space or transferred into the atmos-
phere.

Meteorologists estimate that of all the solar radiation arriving
at the top of the atmosphere, 42 percent is reflected into space
by clouds and atmospheric dust, i5 percent is absorbed directly
into the atmosphere, and 43 percent reaches the earth directly.
Of the 15 percent absorbed directly into the atmosphere, 4 per-
cent eventually reaches the earth as diffused sky radiation. Thus,
a total of about 47 percent of the incident solar radiation finally
reaches the earth and heats it. The heated earth's surface, in turn,
radiates infrared rays upward. Part of these rays (approximately 39
percent) are absorbed by the atmosphere and are converted into
heat. This process provides the principal source of heat for the
troposphere. The rest of the infrared rays (about 8 percent)

"escape outward through the atmosphere into space with no heating
effect. These radiative processes that tend to maintain the earth's
heat balance are chiefly responsible for worldwide weather. (See
Figure 7.)

CONDUtTION.Conduction is the transfer of heat through matter
by direct contact. It can take place in a solid or fluid (liquid or
gas) but, in the fluid, there is convection, too. An example of
pure conduction in a solid would be the heating of one end of a
metal rod and the transfer of heat down the length of the rod.
Nothing flows. One molecule of metal, as the heat reaches it, will
vibrate faster and will collide with its neighboring molecules and
Make them vibrate faster. Thus, the energy is passed along. Air
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is not a very good conductor of heat. Nevertheless, the sun-warmed
earth does warm the lowest levels of air by this method. Without
convection, the heat would travel very slowly upward by conduc-
tion from molecule to molecule, just as in the metal rod.

CONVECTION AND anvEcrioN.These two methods are mentioned
together because they really are the same, that is, the transfer
of heat by the motion of air. This is the atmosphere's
principal means of heat transfer. Air is a fluid, and, like all fluids,
it flows. When it is heated, it rises, and cold air takes its place.
When air cools, it descends and displaces the air beneath it. The
vertical motions in this cycleupdrafts and downdrafts7-are called
convection. The horizontal motions are called advection. We have
described a kind of local circulation pattern, such as that which
might occur over woodlot and cornfield on almost any summer
afternoon. (See Figure 8.)

There are also larger circulation patterns, involving long-range
advectionair currents flowing thousands of miles 'from the tropics
or the' poles toward middle latitudes or from the oceans toward in-
terior plains of continents. Nevertheless, convection is a part of
these grand cycles, too.

Figure 7. The heat balance.
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Figure S. When a mass of air is heated and Its density decreases, it will be
displaced by the surrounding cooler and denser air. These vertical movements are

callcd convection currents.

Levels of the Atmosphere

In our survey of aerospace in Chapter 1, we described the
atmosphere mainly in terms of the decrease of air density and
pressure with altitude. Let us take another look at the atmosphere
at different levels above the earth as we consider temperature and

other factors.
Even before the dawn of modern science, man could obServe

that temperature decreased with altitude, He had only to 'took

up from a warm valley toward a snow-capped peak to guess
this fact. Today, however, we knovy that a decrease of tem-
perature with altitude occurs within the lowest few miles of the
atmosphere, in the zone called the troposphere, and that various
temperature trends occur at higher levels. An instrument-carrying
rocket, as it rises, will tell us that, beyond the troposphere, the
air grows warmer or remains at a constant temperature, or the
rate of decrease in the temperature becomes smaller. At the same
time, as we know, air density and pressure decrease with altitude
until, somewhere beyond 100 miles from the earth's surface, the
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atmosphere becomes so thin that it is practically a vacuum and
can be called "space," Scientists divide the atmosphere into levels
or "spheres" of different heights above the earth's surface. (See
Pigure 9.) You should become acquainted with at least the first
thiee of the following list:

Troposphere. This is,the lowest level of the atmosphere, varying in thickness
from about 5 miles at the poles to about 10 miles at the equator, averaging
about 7 miles over the United States. Within this level, temperature de-
creases with altitude at varying rates depending on weather conditions.
averaging 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit per thousand feet. As we have noted.
the main source of heat is not the direct rays of the sun but the sun-warmed
earth. heating the air from below.
Tropopause. The tropopause is a narrow border zone between the tropo-
sphere and the next higher layer, the stratosphere.
Stratosphere. Immediately above the tropopause, the air is clear, stable*,
and frigid, with temperatures near 100 degrees below zero, Fahreinheit.
But temperatures in this layer, called the stratosphere, slowly increase
with altitude. remain constant. or decrease less rapidly to a height of about
30 miles, where relatively mild above-zero temperatures have been reported.
The presence of ozone (03), a radiation-absorbing form of oxygen, is
believed to be the cause of this phenomenon. Ozone is also helpful in
filtering out, harmful radiations. such as gamma and cosmic rays, from
the sun and outer space.
Upper atmosphere. Later, we describe more fully the zones of the
atmosphere, semi-atmosphere. and semi -space that lie beyond the strato-
sphere. Here, we note them briefly. Immediately above the stratosphere
(about 35-50 miles up) is the mesosphere, where temperature again de-
creases with altitude. Then. in what is variously called the thermosphere
or ionosphere, temperature again increases with altitude. X-15 aircraft.
balloons, and unmanned rockets have probed these upper regions. Astronauts
zoom-through them in a minute or two on their way into orbit. But science
still has much to learn about the nature and composition of these top
layers of the atmosphere. Perhaps future scientific discoveries may reveal
how some of the conditions On the frontiers of space affect the weather
below.

Importance of the Troposphere

Whatever its remote causes may be, weather occurs in the

troposphere. Packed into this lowest layer of the atmosphere are
80 percent of the air and almost 100 percent of the water mole-
cules of the entire atmosphere. The Greek word trop.os means
"change," and the troposphere is the zone where conditions are
constantly changing. It is the zone.of billowing clouds, shifting winds,
turbulence, rain, snow, lightning, haileverything that we call
"weather." Because the earth is the main source of heat, the tro-
posphere and the earth's surface comprise a "weather machine."
They act together to produce the changing conditions under which

That is. "stable" meaning free from upanddown currents or "turbulence " Strong winds
parallel to the earth's surface do blow in the stratosphere
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Figur* 9. Layers of the atmosphere showing temperature variations.

we troposphere-dwellers live. It is on this partnership that we now
concentrate our attention.

GLOBAL WEATHER PATTERNS

To understand the weather where you live, you must under-
stand it on a worldwide scale because the entire earth and the radi-
ation discussed earlier produce the weather. The earth contains all
of the raw materials for the manufacture of weather, and the Sun
furnishes the heat for blending these raw materials into the weather
as we know it.
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The Earth as a Weather Machine

Here, then, are the raw materials of weather. The earth swings
around the Sun in a ;600 million-mile orbit through space that
takes slightly over 365, days. This orbital motion around the Sun,
coupled with the fact that the earth tilts on its axis, is the cause
of seasons. This journey and the tilt of the earth causes winter
in the United States while it is summer in South America. Another
feature of equal importance in causing changes in the weather is
the spin of the earth on its axis, a spin of approximately 1,000
miles per hour at the equator. As a result of this spin of one revo-
lution every 24 hours, each spot around our globe is warmed by
the Sun equally as much as other spots at the .same distance and
direction from the equator.

The atinosphere that covers the earth is a fluid and has many
characteristics of other fluids. It rises when it is heated, descends
when it is cooled, and flows from place to place seeking equilibrium.
This fluid effect of the atmosphere is affected by the surface fea-
tures of the earth. The earth's surface heats at an uneven rate,
causing a great deal of instability in the ,atmosphere. Besides the
uneven heating of the earth's surface, the physical features of
mountains, oceans, deserts, and the like, all play their separate
roles in weather making.

The Wind

The rate of heating of the earth's surface is greater in the
equatorial zone than it is within the temperate and polar zones.
For this reason, the temperature of air in contact with the earth's
surface within the equatorial zone rises more rapidly than does the
temperature of air in contact with the earth's surface within the
temperate and polar zones. If the earth did not rotate, these
conditions would result in a gigantic convection movement of the
air, with the upper air moving from the equator toward the poles
and the surface air moving from the poles toward the equator.
The earth does rotate, however, and, as noted above, irregularities
characterize its surface. Consequently, the system of the winds is
somewhatcomplex.i

As a result of the earth's rotation, the nature of air currents
generated within the equatorial zone is modified by a factor called
the Coriolis force. This is a deflecting force, exerted by the rota-
tion of the earth upon any object in motion, that diverts the
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object to the right in the Northern Hemisphere, to the left
in the Southern Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, as the
heated air above the equatorial zone rises and moves northward,
it tends to change its direction toward the east as a result of the
Coriolis force. By the time it reaches approximately 30° N Lati-
tude, it is blowing directly eastward and causes an accumulation
of air and a high-pressure belt at this latitude.

As the air pressure builds, up within this belt, some of the air
is forced downward toward the earth's surface. A portion of this
air flows toward the equator along the surface; another portion
flows toward the poles along the surface.

Meanwhile, some of the air aloft continues to flow toward the
poles, becotnes cold, settles to the surface, and begins a return
trip, to the equator. The warmer surface air moving up from
about Latitude 30° overruns this colder air and continuing north-
ward, .produces a high-pressure condition in the polar zones. At

irregular intervals when the pressure becomes sufficient, massive
/cold air surges break out of the polar zones. These surges of

Figura 10. Global wind circulation.
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air, moving toward the equator, cause the changeable weather con-
ditions that are characteristic pf the middle latitudes. (See Figure
10.)

Other factors which affect the circulation of the air are giavity,
friction, and centrifugal force. Gravity tends to pull the air down-
ward and produce a graduated air-density distribution, with the
greatest air density near the earth's surface. Friction tends to re-
tard air movement; it is effective to an altitude of about 1,000
to 6,000 feet, depending on the irregularity of the surface over
which the air is moving. Over calm water, wind may be con-
sidered frictionless above 1,000 to 2,000 feet. Friction is effec-
tive to an altitude above 2,000 to 3,000 feet over level 'terrain.
Over mountains, friction may affect air movements up to 6,000
feet. or more above the peaks.

Centrifuygal force acts on air moving in a curved path so as to
decrease it speed within a low-pressure area and increase it within
a high pressure area. In the Northern Hemisphere, .the air flows
clockwise around. a high-pressure area and counterclockwise
ar and a low-pressure area. In the Southern Hemisphere, the direc-
ti ns are reversed.

The general circulation of the air is complicated by the irregular
istribution of land and water areas. Different types of surfaces

fer in the rate at which they transfer heat to the atmosphere.
asonal changes and daily variations in temperature .also affect

this rate of transfer.' In some regions, local low-pressure areas
form, over hot land surfaces in summer and over the warmer water
surfaces in winter. Convection currents are formed along shore
lines. These currents cause the wind to blow from the water
over the land during the day. During the night, they cause the
wind to blow from the land over the water.

Local air circulation of limited scope is caused by the varia-
tions in the earth's surface. Some surfacessuch as sand, rocks,
ploughed areas, and barren landgive off a great amount of heat.
Other surfacessuch as meadows, planted fields, and watertend
to retain heat. Rising air currents occur over sand, rocks, barren

land, and other surfaces that give off considerable heat; descend-
ing I it currents occur over surfaces that tend to retain heat, such
as water and land areas covered with vegetation.
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Air Muses

The United States Air Force Dictionary ;defines air mass as "a
large body of air within the atmosphere having approximately
uniform temperature and moisture characteristics throughout in a
horizontal direction." AlthOugh clouds and fog may form because
of conditions and procedures within an air mass, general weather
changes are usually the result of the meeting of air masses having
different characteristics. Air mass characteristics parallel those of the
area in which the air mass originates. A polar air mass is cold;
a tropical air mass is hot; a maritime air massis humid; a continen-
tal air mass is dry. Maritime air, masses are formed over water. Con-
tinental air masses are formed over land. Meteorologists in the
United States are concerned chiefly with air masses originating at
two sources: those that move southward from polar regions and
those that move northward from tropical regions. The cold air
masses are continental polar, maritime polar, and arctic. The
principal warm air mass is called maritime tropical.

As adair mass moves away from its source of origin, its original
characteristics are changed because of the nature of the earth':

Figure 11. Types of air masses.
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surface over 'which it passes. It may become warmer or colder,
abSorb moisture or lose moisture, be lifted by mountains, 6r. drawn
doWn into valleys. An air mass, however, is not likely to lose all
of its original characteristics.

The temperature classification of an air mass is based upon the
temperature of the air mass in relation to the temperature of the
surface over which it passes. A cold air mass is colder than the
earth's surface over which it is moving; a warm air mass is warmer
than the surface over which it is movirg. As an air mass moves
from over one surface to another, it could change, for example,
from a cold air mass to -a warm air mass.

The characteristics of an air mass, then, depend upon the sur-
face over which- it' forms, the seasons, the surface over which it
travels, and tho length of time it has been away from its source of
origin. In general, a cold air mass is characterized by cumulus
and cumulonimbus clouds and by local thunderstorms, showers,
hail, sleet, or snow flurries, Pronounced turbulende exists in its
lower lr "ls; yet, except during precipitation, the ceiling and visi-
bility we usually unlimited; On the other hand, a warm air mass
is chiiracterized by haze, fog, stratus clouds, and drizzle. Warm air
masses have little or, no turbulence; yet, visibility conditions are
poor and ceilings are- generally loW. (See Figure 12.)

The general movement of the atmosphere across the continental
United States is toward the east. Air masses originating in the
tropical and equatorial areas move toward the northeast. Those
originating in the arctic and polar' regions move toward the south-
east. Cold air masses move more rapidly than warm air masses.
The weather at any location generally depends on the nature
of a prevailing air mass or the interaction of two or more air
masses.

The boundaries set up between one another by air masses of
different characteristics are called frontal zones or fronts. This
boundary or front moves along the earth's surface as one air mass
tends to displiee another. If a cold air mass tends to replace a
warmer air mass, the boundary is called a cold front; if a warm
air mass tends to replace a cold air mass, the boundary is called a
warm front. When there is a marked temperature and humidity
difference between the two air masses, weather changes along a
front are pronounced. We will have more to say about weather
fronts in the next chapter.
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Figur* 12. Characteristics of a cold and a warm air mass.

WORDS Plift tSES, AM) NANIES TO RENIEMBER

advection
air mass
atom
carbohydrates
carbon dioxide
chlorophyll
compound (chemistry)
condensation nuclei
continental air mass
conduction
convection
Coriolis force
dew point
droplets

ecology

elethent
energy

evaporation'
hydrocarbons
infrared rays
maritime air
mesophere
nitrogen
oxygen

ozone
photosynthesis
polar air mass
precipitation

radiant waves
radiation (of heat)
relative humidity
saturation
stable air
stratosphere

mass tropical air mass
tropopause
tropos
troposphere
ultraviolet rays
visible light rays
water vapor
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'QUESTIONS

I. What are the proportions of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide in the
earth's ahnospbeie?

2. Trace the path of nitrogen through the life cycle.

3. Trace the path of oxygen through the life cycle.

4. What happens to mobture in the air when the air becomes saturated?

3. Why is deb an important Ingredient of ale?

6. What is- the principal way in which the atmosphere benders beat?

7. Is which layer of the atmosphere does weather occur?

$. What is the prevailing direction of wind in tropic latitudes? In middle lati-
tudes?

9. Which is usually colder maritime polar or continental polar air?

THINGS TO DO

1. Make a chart showIng the layers of the atmosphere and their relative
depth.

2. Keep track of weather reports and maps in your local newspaper or on
television and .identify the type or types of air masses in your locality
during the current week.

" 33/34
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Chapter 3

More about the Weather

rp HE PRECEDING CHAPTER con-
j.' sidered the basic ingredients of weather

the earth's rotation, uneven heating by the
Sun, the atmosphere, terrain, and air masses.
Now let us take a closer look at weather in
action.

THE WEATHER FRONT

We suggested earlier that weather is the
stormiest when air masses having different
temperatures meet. In general, the strongest
winds and heaviest precipitation occur
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along the leading and trailing edges of air masses. The boundary
between two air masses is called a front As we noted before,

air masses and fronts. generally have a component of motion to-
ward the east across the United Stateswarm fronts from the
southwest and cold fronts from the northwest. (There are occas-
sional exceptions to this rule, but retrograde or back-door move-
me is of weather systems from east to west are very infrequent.)

A weather map of the United States (Figure 13) shows this

basic pattern ofy a typical winter night. The irregular line repre-
sents a cold front that extends southward from a low-pressure cell
in _Michigan and ends in Mexico. The shaded...portion of the map
indicates that an area of precipitation. (shaded) follows this front
as far south as Mississippi. Clear weather prevails in the center
of a cold air mass over the western states. and in a warm center
(MT for "maritime tropical") over Florida.

The Cold Front

Suppose, at this moment, that you are experiencing an air ,mass

of maritime tropical origin. It is a hot, humid day because mari-
time tropical air masses contain heat energy and water vapor.
You are uncomfortable because there is almost no movement of

air around you. The weather forecaster predicts the arrival of a
cold air mass during tl* afternoon. The cold air mass arrives as
a northwest wind, and, since it is heavier than the warm air mass,
it moves under the warm moist air and shoves it upwards. This
causes unstable conditions. (See Figure 14.)

Rapid condensation of moisture in a towering thunderstorm
releases much energy. This produces the familiar thunderheads or
cumulonimbus clouds. Intense rain, lightning, and, possibly, hail
occur, and, if conditions are just right, the thunderstorm may give

birth to one or more tornadoes, the most violent weather phe-
nomenon known to man.

Other types of Fronts

Thus far, we have described weather that may develop in asso-
ciation with a cold front. There are several other types of weather

fronts and an infinite variety of frontal weather. The warm front

occurs when warm moist air displaces cooler and dryer air. Since
it is lighter than the air that it displaces, the air along the warm
front rises above the cooler air on the surface. Although the
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Figure 14. A cold front invading a warm front.

weather in a warm front may not be as spectacular as the weather
in a cold front, it can be much more dismal and prolonged.
Warm front weather may last for days and provide very poor
flying weather in the process. In certain respects, warm front
weather is even more dangerous to pilots and airmen than cold
front weather. Well-organized cold-front storms are easier to see in
advance and avoid, but unwary pilots can get into trouble grad-
ually in warm-front weather, with reduced visibility and more pro-
longed icing conditions. One other type of weather front of par-
ticular interest to the airman and to the forecaster is the occluded
front. This condition occurs when a cold front overtakes a warm
front and lifts the warm air off the ground. An occluded front
may contain -features of both cold and warm fronts.

CLOUDS. AND WEATHER

The absence of frontal zones on our weather map does not
mean that all is peaceful and serene over the entire area. repre-
sented by the map.
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A Convective, Thunderstorm

A plowed field heats at a much faster rate than the surround-
ing wooded areas.' White 'cumulus clouds form over the field as
the warm air rises and cools above it. As it rises, it 'leaves a par-
tial vacuum just below it, and more air rushes in to replace the
rising air, This is the process of convection described in the pre-,

ceding chapter:
The puffy white cloird begins to grow. It turns gray and fore-

boding underneath because of the intense concentration of mois-

ture within it. It continues to grow to 10,000, 20,000, or 30,000
feet. Rain soon begins to fall, and the cloud enlarges. Lightning

flashes. A full-fledged thunderstorm with damaging winds and hail

is underway.
This. is what weathermen call a convective thunderstorm, caused

by the rising of heated air. As common as cloudi are, there are
many things meteorologists do not know about them:

Formation of Clouds

We noted earlier that warm and moist air rises. Clouds form

when water vapor condenses into water droplets. Clouds develop

from the water droplets, and these water droplets merge to form

raindrops or snowflakes. We have also noted the prevailing be-

lief that raindrops form around small particles of dust. Some people

say that static electricity forces water droplets to merge into rain-

drops. When this process is fully understood, it will open many

more doors of discovery about the weather phenomenon known

as clouds. As influencers of weather, clouds. do not actually fall
into any simple category as do air masses and frontal zones.
Clouds are both the result and the cause of weather conditions.
For example, hurricanes do not exist without the familiar, wall of

spiral clouds, but weathermen do not yet know the degree to which

this wall of rain clouds contributes to the severity of a hurricane.
They do know that all thunderstorms do not breed tornadoes, but
all tornadoes are bred by thunderstorms. However, they still do not
understand why, under what appears to be precisely the same con-
ditions, one thunderstorm will produce a tornado and another thun-:

derstorm will not. Intensive studies of clouds are presently under-

way to understand some of these mysteries.
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Types of Clouds

As you no doubt have observed, clouds come in all sizes and
shapes. To the ex observer, these clouds have names and
can be identified; to the experienced meteorologist (fully qualified
weather, forecaster),, they are important weather indicators. If
we draw fine distinctions, we can, perhaps, identify hundreds of
different types of clouds, but, for weather reporting purposes via
teletypewriter, there are 27--nine in each of three height categor-
ies. Practically any cloud in the sky, or combination of clouds, can
be one of these types. We need not describe all 27 types, but
-you should be familiar with -the three height categories and, an ex-
ample or two in each category. You should also look closely at
'Figure 15, since this picture shows the most typical clouds of all
height categories.

1. High clouds (16,500 or more feet 'above the ground). These
clouds most commonly consist of microscopic ice crystals.

2. Middle clouds (6,500 to 16,500 feet).
3. Low clouds (near surface to 6,500 feet). If a cloud actually

touches the surface, it is reported as "fog" rather than "clouds"
Sometimes, a fourth category may include clouds with extensive
vertical development. Since the bases of such clouds are usually
well below 6,500 feet, they are also known as low clouds, but
the tops extend into higher altitudes, over 50,000 feet in ex-
treme cases.

Each height category may contain various types of clouds.
HIGH cLotins:--feathery or mare's tail types of clouds are ,

called cirrus (Figure 16). Thq are often seen on days of fair
weather, but they may indicate the arrival of a warm front sev-
eral days later. Rainy weather may be closer at hand if the sky
is completely overcast with cirrostratus. This is a high sheet of
cloud so thin that it hardly seems like a cloud at all. It gives the
sky a pale blue or slightly milky appearance and causes the Sun
to cast pale but distinctly outlined shadows. At night, the Moon
and the brighter stars .are visible through cirrostratus. A sure
indicator of cirrostratus rather than hazy skies is the "halo" that
may 'be seen surrounding the Sun or Moon. If you hold your
hand at arm's length and turn it perpendicular to your line of
vision, aligning the heel of your hand with the Moon, the bright
ring or halo will be located almost at your fingertips. This opti-
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Figure 15. Cloud types at relative altitudes.

cal effect .indicates ice-crystal composition of the cloud layer.
MIDDLE CLOUDS.These clouds come in a great variety, from the

smooth, gray altostratus, which may produce light to moderate
but prolonged rain, to the patterned rows of small altocumulus
clouds, sometimes called mackerel sky.

Low CLOUDS.These clouds range from the small puffy white

fair-weather cumulus clouds, which may bring not-so-fair weather if

they appear early in the morning and acquire some vertical devel-

opment by noon, to the thick, dark, even dray stratus clouds of
prolonged rain or the ragged dark scud clouds of stormy weather

VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT CLOUDS.As they grow, cumulus
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clout's extend upward from rather flat bases to resemble giant
cauliflowers (Figure 17). They become thunderheads or cumulo-
nimbus when the tops reach into freezing levels and form smooth
white scarfs. These formations then fan out into characteristic
anvil shapes, indicating a .thunderstorm or thundershower. (Figure
18)

ICnoWledge, of these `and other clouds is but one tool in the fore-
caster's hands. They are short-range weather indicators that some-
times indicate future weather conditions.

TERRAIN AS A WEATHER MAKER

Thus far in our study of weather, we have learned that the at-
mosphere is a fluid in motion, constantly moving here and there as
it seeks equilibrium. In its many movements, the air-rises and cools,
causing clouds, i rain, and other forms of visible moisture. We
noted earlier that colliding' weather masses or heating' of the earth's
surface lift warm moist air to great heights. In both instances,'
water vapor condenses into some visible form.

Figure 16. Cirrus at sunset. Very high '.\are's tail" clouds as seen on a clear
winter eveng.
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Figure 17. Cumulus clouds, forming a few miles inland from the Guff Coast on a
summer morning, already have some vertical development and may mature into

thunderheads by afternoon.

Figure 9. Mature thunderheads, with characteristic anvilshaped tops. Surface

wind blows into thundershower area, as laundry on line indicates. 1
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Irregularities in the earth's surface can also cause air to rise and
cool, and the result is the same. Gentle hills and steep mountains
contribute their part to the manufacture of weather. An excellent
example of mountains as weather makers is the High Sierras in
California. Maritime tropical air masses coming into southern Cali-
fornia fill with moisture, heat, and energy. Lying directly in the
usual path of these air masses is one of the most popular ski
areas in the United States, and just a few miles away, one of
the driest spots in the world. What happens to the moisture in an
air mass from the time it leaves the Pacific Ocean- until it passes
over Death Valley, the dry and deadly basin just east of these
mountains? As the air mass enters the United States, the moun-
tains cause it to rise. As it rises, it cools and 103;6 practically 100
percent of its moisture on the western slopes of the mountains,
accounting for the excellent ski conditions. As it descends the
eastern slopes, it again expands and absorbs the small amount
of moisture in the vicinity of Death Valley. This process is re-
peated again and again all over the worldin the Himalayas,
the Alps, the Caucasus, and other ranges whose windward slopes
are moistened with rain and snow and their leeward slopes are dry.

Along many seacoasts, there is a breeze from the sea by day.
This moist, relatively cool air rises and heats as it passes across land.
Convectional clouds form a short distance inland (Figure 17) and
may bring showers by afternoon. At night, the land cools more
rapidly than the sea, and the current is reversed, the breeze
blowing from land to sea.

Although these types of weather are more localized than air
masses or frontal weather, the weather forecaster must, neverthe-
less, consider them in his predictions. His task is not an easy one.
He must be a combineation of geographer, physicist, physical
scientist, and something of a fortune teller. Although he may make
some classical mistakes, he is more often right than wrong, and
advancing technology makes him right more often than ever.
before.

WEATHER OBSERVIN&L FORECASTING

Consider for a moment the weather forecaster's problem as we
examine a sample of our atmosphere and the features, that con-
tribute to the manufacture of weather. The atmosphere is a fluid
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that behaves According to the physical laws governing fluids. It
flows; it has internal pressure and energy; it has weight and mass;
and it is acted upon by inertia and centrifugal fo\ce. The spin
of the earth on its axis affects it as do the pressures f.f surround-
ing samples of air. It is also filled with positive and n gative elec-
trical charges, and it contains water vapor, some of hich may
have condensed into invisible water droplets and ice cr tals. Our
sample has constant internal movement and the ability to move
right or left, up or down, depending upon conditions affeting
Now, if we add the heat of the Sun and evaporation fr m the
earth's oceans, the complexity of the forecaster's job b omes

In the not WO distant past, each man was his own weather_ ore -
caster. His technique consisted of looking at the sky and the .clo ds
and deciding whether a given day would be suited for plowing,
hunting, fishing, or staying indoOrs. Only in recent years, with th,e
coming of radio, radar,' and other electronic tools, has weather
forecasting become more a science and less an art.

Although the weatherman's job is a formidable one, it is not
impossible. As a product of heat energy and a fluid atmosphere,
weather behaves according to some well defined physical laws.
Air is a fluid and has the characteristics of a fluid. The heat ex-
change in the atmosphere can be measured and evaluated. The
same' is true of moisture content. The energies involved in weather
'behave according to the laws of energy conservation. Therefore,
the weather forecaster's job is becoming easier as more sophis-
ticated measuring devices become available to him.

Instruments. for Surface Observation

About 200 ears ,ago, men began to apply them elves to the
task of unders anding weather. They developed crud , homemade
devices to measure the ,moisture content of the ai he pressure
of the atmosphere, and wind speed and direCtion. A few individuals
took to small boats and balloons and penetrated severe storms
in an attempt to understand what occurred,(nside them.. Indi-
viduals bandCd, together into small groups /and studied weatlier
conditions. They reasoned fairly Stqurately that, if certain weather
patterns followed certain conditions, 'then, when these conditions
recurred, the same weather patterb would repeat itself.
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Many centuries of myths and legends hampered man's o iginal
research into weather. Supposedly, bad weather was the gods'
way of punishing earth. Good weather indicated that the gods were
pleased with things here below. Strangely enough,\Tany of these
myths still prevail. Neptune still controls the oceaLWtides and
storms, and the devil still beats his wife if the Sun shines wh le it
is rainingaln many p of the world, the thickness of a bird's
nest is still a sure sign o an early and severe winter. In other areas,
observers of ants and 'es "foretell" the coming of a storm by
the actions of these in cts.

Gradually, however, sewn ific measuring instruments began; to
prove that many of these popular myths were not reliable weather
indicators. The first such instrument was the barometer for measur-
ing atmospheric pressure, invented in 1643 by Torricelli. To
scientists of that day, the barometer was the best instrument yet
devised for predicting weather several days in advance. Certain
changes in the weather pattern seemed to follow rising and falling
barometric pressure. However, as useful as the barometer is to
the modern forecaster, it is not a positive tool for predicting the
weather. There are many other factors that influence the weather
besides the simple change in atmospheric pressure indicated by
the barometer.

The barometer was followed by the thermometer for measuring
the temperature of the air and the hygrometer for ,measuring the
amount of moisture in the air. A later refinement of the hygrom-,

-eter was the wet and dry bulb thermometer, or psychrometer,
which provided a very precise measurement of the amount of
water vapor dissokd in the m. As we learned in Chapter 2, /
the dryer the air, the greater the cooling by evaporation. The

the tyet -bulb thermometer, with its bulb wrapped in wet
cloth, shows a lower reading than the dry-bulb thermometer.
The greater the difference between the two readings, te dryer
the air. When the two thermo eters read the samethe air is

saturated. Two other useful instr ments for measuring atmospheric
conditions had been used for centuries. The weathervan. e measures
wind direrion and the anemometer measures wind, speed.

All these_ devices measure weather conditions ai one location on
the surface of the earth. Thus. early forecasters made surface
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observations with no knowledge. of weather conditions at other lo-
cations. Much of the progress in meteorology for the past century
is due to the development of modern communications,

-Extending Man's Weather Eye

Since the invention of the telegraph more than a century ago,
man has been able to learn about the weather beyond the horizon.
Development of radio communications in the twentieth century
helped to fill in important; gaps oyer ocean- and wilderness areas,.
Other modern inventions have increased weather coverage,
speeded up the collection and distribution of weather data, and
extended man's ability to observe weather upward and outward
into the atmosphere and space.

WEATHER ORGANIZATION.Obviously, a huge communications
network involving people and machines is necessary to provide
current weather information. Since weather service must be free
to all citizeps, it is a Government function. Here and there, an
expert meteorologist may set himself up in private business to
provide specialized forecasting service for certain, industries, but,
_like the rest of us, he must use weather reports and forecasts
from the National Weather Service.* itven though we receive our
weather Teperts via- newspaper, radio, or telev'...aon, these media
draw their weather information from the National Weather Service.

The US Military ,services draw upon the information and fa-
cilities of the National Weather Service, but they also have weather
services of their own. These services are necessary because of the
special weather needs of military aviation and other activities.
Furthermore, military, forces require complete weather service in
regions of the world where other sources of weather informati
are not available. The Air Force's Air Weather Service is a di-
Vision of the Military Airlift Command, but it serves all Air
Force commands and most of the Army. 'the Navy has its own
extensive weather serviced The ,Army has a smaller weather or-
ganization to provide certain Special weather services not pro-
vided by the Air Force.

In peacetime, global weather service is made possible by inter-
national cooperation. including international codes for sending most

*Formerly called the US Weather Bu .au. the National Weather Service is now pan of
the National Oceanographic and Atmo pheric Administration ands r the Department of
Commerce.
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weather messages. Global airline operations would be impossible
without such cooperation. In wart knowledge of the weather can
ilso be highly important in military intelligence. Now, let us look
at the United States again and its weather at a given time, as
provided by information from normal civil weather service.

THE WEATHER,. MAP.The weather map shown in Figure 13 could
not be constructed without numerous weather reports from sta-
tions all over th4 continent. The time of the reports is 1:00 am
Eastern Standard time. From coast to coastat 10:00 pm Pa-
cific time, 11:00 pm Mountain time, and midnight Central timeall
observations for this map were made and recorded at the same
time. They were then rewritten in a numeral code and sent by
teletypewriter (described below) into a central weather facility.
The numerous tiny numbers and symbols scattered over the map
are the means of transcribing local information from many stations
onto a map. The forecaster anabzes this data and interprets, the
symbols to identify air masses and fronts. Then he indicates these
air masses and fronts on the :dap to show the pattern of the na-
tion's weather at the stated time.

Despite the electronic miracles described below, interconnected.
weather stations are to this day man's most important means of
obtaining weather information beyond what he can observe at one
station. A series weather map remains the most important basis
for predicting tomorrow's weather, for it tells where the weather
has been and how far it has moved. The weather will not
necessarily continue to move in the same direction at the same
speed, but, nevertheless, the map is the prime indicator of weather
to come. Of all the modern weather sensing and communications
machinery, let us first determine what makes the map possible.

TELETYPEWRITER.Since the early 1930s, most military and civil
weather stations have been equipped alith wire-transmitting type-
writers or teletypewriters. The teletypewriter can not only type out
words but, by means of numerals and symbols, can also provide
a thorough weather report in a single line of typing. Thus, tele-
type networks can speedily collect weather information from many
stations and arrange it in a condensed, orderly sequence that no
Morse code or voice communications k an do. In modern systems
much speedier than those of the 1930s and 1940s, machines in
weather stations throughout a region transmit their messages in
automatic sequence to other machines, which relay collections of
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messages to national centers at speeds up to 800 words per min-
ute.

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION . Facsimile transmission is. another vi-
tal part of weather reporting and forecasting systems. As news-
papers can send and receive photographs by wire, so can weather
stations transmit and receive maps, charts, and diagrams useful in
weather service. This device also speeds up weather service and
eliminates duplication of effort. Formerly, each station constructed
its own maps and charts from teletype data. Today, central fore-
casting officers prepare these graphics and transmit them by wire
to numerous local weather stations and airports in much less
tn.:. (Figure 19)

RADAR.Some weather stations are equipped with radar, which
can scan the surrounding countryside for distances of 100 miles or
more. Radar can penetrate through an area that is generally cloudy
and rainy; pinpoint the location of heaviest precipitation, thunder-
storrn cells, and tornadoes; and track their movement.

UPPER AIR ORSERVATIONS.Knowledge of weather conditions ob-
served from the surface of the earth does not tell the full weather
story. For forecasting purposes, it is desirable to know conditions
above the ground. Winds, temperature, pressures, and humidities
aloft are indicators of current flying conditions and weather to
come. Sonic weather stations are equipped to take balloon ob-
servations by rawinsonde. Rawinsonde gets its name from two dif-
ferent systems employed separately many years ago but now com-
bined radiosonde and rawin. The radiosonde system included
a balloon about six feet in diameter and a small package consisting
of tiny weather instruments and a radio transmitter. The balloon
and weather package were sent aloft to transmit temperature, hu-
midity, and other weather data signals back to a ground receiver.
The old rawin system included a similar balloon and a simple
metal target, which was tracked by ground-based radar to show
the direction and velocity of the winds at different altitudes. In
the mere modern rawinsonde system, the radiosonde package also
serves as the rawin target, and the ground receiver includes both
radio and radar receivers to pick up all data simultaneously.
(Figure 20)

Weather soundings over remote areas where there are no raw-
insonde stations can be taken from airplanes by dropsonde. This is
the same kind of weather-instrument and transmitter package as in
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Figure 19. Facsimile receiver. A weather observer removes wind aloft charts received
froin a central forecasting office.
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Figure 20. Weather balloon with rawin;onde equipment.

radiosonde, except that it is attached to a parachute instead of a
balloon and dropped from an airplane flying at a high altitude. It
sends its weather information back to the airplane on its way down.
However, it cannot produce rawin data, since this requires a sta-
tionary raft for tracking. Over the years, the Air Force's Weather
Service has conducted numerous weather observation flights over
Wilderness and ocean. At one time, weather flights over the North
Pole were made routinely. Today, weather flights observe severe
hurricanes and sometimes penetrate to theif centers.

SATELLITE., The weather satellite is the newest and most amaz-
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ing electronic device used by the forecaster. Although it does not
measure weather, in the sense of providing readings, the satellite
is becoming more valuable than all other measuring devices com-
bined.

From its orbit, the weather satellite aims its combination of cam-
eras at the earth and photographs global weather and cloud pat-
terns. Then, on command, the satellite transmits these photo-
graphs back to gro-und stations where they are received and eval-
uated. The first such weather satellite was TIROS (Television In-
-irared Observation Satellite), and it was highly successful or, as
one scientist put it, too successful. TIROS furnished more weather
data than the ground stations were equipped to evaluate. After
TIROS came NIMBUS, a more highly refined satellite that made
possible, through advanced photographic techniques, a 24-hour-a-
day survey of global weather conditions. Cloud patterns were in-
terpreted and analyzed from the photographs and converted into
mosaics that covered entire continents and oceans. Inaccessible
areas of the globe, which had never seen a weather instrument or
a foraster, were now being observed and analyzed in detail.*

Today, there are even more sophisticated weather satellites un-
der development.. Some of these satelliteS will utilize the newly re-
fined laser equipment and will actually measure the latent energy
and moisture content of an air mass from hundreds of miles
above it. With a built-in computer, such a satellite will be highly
selective in the information that it gathers and transmits to earth
stations.

Climatology

The science of weather is not limited to observing today's
weather and forecasting the, weather for tomorrow. To advance
man's knowledge of the atmosphere and to improve his forecast-
ing ability, long-range studies are also necessary. Furthermorei,
people in many walks of life need statistical knowledge of the
weather, as well as today's report. Knowledge of the average an-
nual rainfall of a given locality, for instance, or the annual highs
and lows of temperature may influence a farmer in deciding what
crops to plant or an industrialist in deciding where to locate a
factory or to market certain products. Knowledge of prevailing

See the unit Spam-rah and Their illnarters for further Information on TIROS and NIMBUS
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wind direction influences the construction of runways and other
facilities at an airport.

The term climate refers to atmospheric conditions of a locality
or region over a long period, as opposed to weather, which refers
to conditions at any one time. Long-range studies of atmospheric
conditions are called climatology. One interesting type of climatology
is the study of past, patterns of weather as an aid to forecasting.
computers, backed by weather records on electronic tape, are used
in such studies. Behind -ihese records stand the many weather sta-
tions, where hourly weather observations are not only transmitted
f6r immediate use but recorded and later forwarded to climatology
study centers.

WEATHER HAZARDS TO AVIATION

We can gain some ideas of the weather forecaster's problems
and responsibilities by considering weather hazards encountered by
flyers. Farmers, shippers, and people in a variety of occupations
have a vital' interest in the weather, but nobody lives as inti-
mately with the weather or needs as complete knowledge of cur-
rent weather conditions as the flyer.

Aircraft must. operate in the heart of the weather machine, the
troposphere. Even jetliners that cruise in the weather -free strato-
sphere must climb and descend through the troposphere and make
their landings and takeoffs there, often under conditions far from
ideal. Flyers encounter many varieties of weather but, in most in-
stances, bad weather produces three main flying hazards: turbu-
lence, icing, and poor visibility. In the following sections, we dis-
cuss these three hazards and consider a weather disturbance that
can combine all three in their most severe formsthe thunder-
storm.

Turbulence

Air, currents not only flow parallel to the earth's surface as
wind but also take the form of up-and-down movements known as
turbulence. Wind can be either a help or a hindrance to a flyer,
but turbulence is always unwelcome. It can be a mere nuisance,
causing airsickness in some passengers, or, at times, it, can produce
more serious dangers, such as a sudden loss of altitude in a down-
draft or the "shear" effect caused by an encounter with both an
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up and a down draft in quick succession. The most violent tur-
bulence usually occurs in thunderstorms, where it is also a cause
of hail (discussed below under thunderstorms). Moderate to se-
vere turbulence, however, can also occur in almost any cloud with
substantial vertical development and, sometimes, even in clear air.
In fact, clear-air turbulence, known as CAT, has become one of
the special hazards of the jet age, for it is particularly jolting to
an aircraft encountering it unexpectedly at high speed.

Icing

. Formerly, icing was the greatest of these three aviation hazards,
but this hazard has been reduced by modern aircraft equipment
designed to break or melt ice as it forms. Without such equip-
ment, a flyer in ice-forming conditions frequently discovered that
a rapid buildup of ice on the airfoil surfaces of his aircraft des-
troyed She craft's efficiency. Ice could form on propeller blades and
force them out of balance to the point that vibrations produced
other perils. It could also form in the various intake systems of an
engine and shut off fuel or air. Conditions are most favorable
for ice formation inside a cloud where the air is saturated and
supercooled, theat is, the temperature is below freezing, and the
water droplets are still in liquid form. But the shock of an air-
plane passing through the cloud suddenly turns the droplets to
ice. Basically, two types of ice can form on aircraft in flight.
clear ice and a white, frosty type called rime ice. Of the two, rime
ice is less dangerous, and ordinary deicing equipment can usually
remove it. Hard, solid, clear ice is more stubborn, and a flyer
encountering it may bN forced to descend to a lower altitude,
where warmer temperatures can melt it. A forecaster's advice on
how to avoid this hazard is always welcome.

Reduced Visibility

Many things can cause reduced visibility. fog, clouds, rain, snow,
dust or sand, smoke, haze, etc. Fog and low stratus clouds are
statistically the most serious accident causes, since they affect land-
ing and takeoff operations.

Both flyers and motorists understand the hazards of dense fog.
But even moderate visibility restrictions imposed by fog can be an
aviation hazard because of the higher speeds involved in flying.
Thanks to radio, radar. and other modern navigational aids,
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howeyer, aviation is no longer as dependent upon good visibility
as formerly, but even the best of pilots prefers to land on a run-
way that he can see! Furthermore, progress in aviation has also
meant more crowding of airports and airplanes. This makes it all
the more urgent to keep a close weather watch on visibility

- restrictions.

Thunderstorms

If turbulence, icing, and reduced -visibility are the -principal
weather hazards, then the thunderstorm I is the "triple threat"
weather condition because it produces all three hazards, in addi-
tion to some rather serious side effects. If possible, pilots avoid
flying into 'mature thunderstorms, but, sometimes, a mission may
require it, and, sometimes, they enter them by accident. When
this occurs, knowledge of what occurs inside a thunderstorm is
very important.

Thunderstorms are attended by severe 'turbulence, icing, light-
ning, and precipitation in one form or another. The more severe
thunderstorms produce hail and, in extreme cases, tornadoes.

Intense rain and snow in thunderstorms can severely limit visi-
bility, especially when an aircraft is taking off or landing. Icing is
very common in thunderstorms, but it is usually not as severe a
threat as some of the other hazards. An aircraft usually passes
through a thunderstorm too quickly to permit a serious buildup
of ice. Lightning is the least of a thunderstorm's menaces. Although
aircraft have been struck by lightning, the damage is usually slight.

However,, a hazard associated with lightning can be quite serious.,
Static induced by lightning can become so severe that radio
messages cannot be read, and other electronic navigational aids
may not function properly. But the most dangerous of all hazards
produced by a thunderstorm is turbulence, with its by-product, hail.

The heart of a thunderhead is similar to a vast chimney, pulling
air and moisture into a powerful updraft. On all sides of this chim-
ney, downdrafts of almost equal power occur. A hapless aircraft
encountering these conditions is severely buffeted. Hail occurs when
an updraft carries a tiny drop of water upward into the sub-
freezing temperatures of the cloud's higher levels, where it be-
comes a small ball of ice. Then, a downdraft sweeps it down-
ward into the lower levels of the cloud, where it partially melts

and picks up more moisture. Then it hits the updraft again,
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and it is again borne aloft into the freezing zone. This process
occurs repeatedly, and the small hailstone acquires layer after layer
of ice, sometimes becoming as large as a golf ball, or, in some rare
instances, a baseball. You can imagine the power of some thun-
derstorm "chimneys" if you realize that they sometimes carry a
chunk of ice the size of a baseball straight up for a distance of
perhaps a mile. The hailstones themselves are quite. a flying haz-
ard. A moderate number of hailstones from one-half to three -quar-
ters of an inch in diameter can ,give an aircraft a severe battering
in a few seconds.

To combat these hazards, the aircraft industry has built aircraft
of greater structural strength to withstand the stresses of turbu-
lence, deicing equipment to reduce the hazards of and navi-
gational aids to permit flying under conditions of reduced visi-
bility. However, these developments have not reduced the need for
swift reporting of current weather and accurate forecasting of

'future weather.

FORCASTER CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

Despite progress in recent years, weather forecasting is not an
exact science. Since his task includes a number of unknown factors,
the weather forecaster, in many instances, cannot forecast as ac-
curately as is desirable. An airman should view the forecaster's ad-
vice ES expert opinion. The experienced airman continually checks
current weather against predicted weather as he proceeds with his
flight. He knows that the greatest certainty of weather is its
changeable nature. Consequently, the older a forecast, the more
likely that some part of it will no longer be accurate.

What the Forecaster Can Do
tZ*

Available evidence shows that the forecaster can predict the
following weather conditions at least 75 percent of the time:

The passage of a fast moving cold front within two hours
of its arrival. The forecaster can make this prediction as

0 much as 10 hours in advance.
The passage of a warm front or a slow moving cold front
within 5 hours of its passage. He can predict this condition
up to 12 hours in advance with 75 percent accuracy.
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The rapid lowering of visibility, in prewarrn front conditions.
The ,forecaster can predict such reduced visibility within 4
hours of the- time that it actually °emirs.
The beginning of a thunderstorm within i or 2 hours of its

, \ arrival. For this prediction, the forecaste must have radar.
Iv\ The time in which rain or, snow will begin falling within 5

hours time of its actual, arrival.
e-rapid ..deepening .of a low-pressure enter and its asso-

ciated bad weather.

Some Unsolved Problems

Forecasters cannot currently predict the weather con-
ditions with sufficient accuracy to satisfy the needs of a 'global Air
Force:

The time at which freezing rain will begin.
The location and occurrence of severe or extreme turbulence.
This is particularly true of clear air turbulence, since such tur-i
bulence' is not associated with . cloud formations.
The precise location and occurrence of heavy icing con'
ditions.
The precise location and occurrence of a tornado.
The beginhing of a thunderstorm that ha's not yet formed
The position of a hurricane center nearer than 100 mile
of its actual location more than 12 hours in advance.

The weatherman's purpose is to advise pilots and crews of the
most likely weather conditions that they will encounter en rouse

to and at their destination.

MAN AS WEATHER MAKER '

/

rill man, someday, be able to "do something about the weattier?'"
This is not as unbelievable as it may sound, since steps ir-this
direction are already underway. Experimenters Kaye, with some
success, seeded clouds with dry ice and silver iodide crystals in an.
attempt to produce rain. Men are regularly penetrating to the heart
of hurricanes to learn more about these massive storms. Eventury,
they may be destroyed or turned aside before they reach popu-
lated ,areas. Construction of a daM across the Bering-Stria :be-
tween Alaska and Siberia has been propdsed. This might make1 the
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northern polar regions habitable. Another suggestion is to over the
polar ice cap with carbon black dumped from aircraft. The result
would be a greater heating and melting of the ice cap again, to
make the region habitable. All of ,these suggestions have their draw-
backs, however, and it will not be until all the consequences
are evaluated that such actions are undertaken. These possibilities
are no ;. so remote as they seem when you consider; at chemi-
cals in mistence today can be spread on the surface of water to
seduce evaporation to practically zero. Think of what this chemical
could do to the world's climate if it were spread over\ all the
world's oceans. These and other actions are withm the realm of
possibility. It is not too difficult to believe that, someday, the
weatherman's job will be one-half to predict the, and one-
half tp change the, weather.

WORDS, PHRASES, AND NAMES TO REMEMBER

altocumulus cloud ,
altostratus cloud
anemometer
backdoor
baiotheter
cirrostratus cloud
cirrus cloud
clear air turbulence (CAT)
clear ice
climate
climatology
cold front
communications
convective thunderstorm
cumulonimbus clouds
cumulus clouds
dropsonde-
facsimile transmission
front
frontal weather
hail
high clouds
hygronieter
icing
low clouds
mare's tali

meteorologist
. middle clouds

NIMBUS satellite
occluded front
psychrometer
radar
radiosonde
rawin
rawinsonde
retrograde
rime ice
scud clouds
static electricity
stratus, cloud
supercooled air
thermometer
thunderheads
tornadoes
turbulence
visibility
warm 'front
weather
weathervane
wet and dry bulb thermometer

(psychrometer)
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QUESTIONS

1. Describe what happens when a cold front moves in on a warn: air mass.

2. How is a convectional thunderitorm produced?

3. At what height from the earth's surface are each of the three main cloud
gioups found?

4. At what point do cumulus clouds become cumulonimbus? Iyhat do they
then indicate?

5. How are'air masses affected bytmountains?

6. Define: thermometer, hygrometer, and psychrometer.

7. &plaiq the operation of a weather. satellite.

II. Of the! many weather hazards encountered in flying, which is the most
dangerous? Why?

9. Name four weather conditions, that cannot be predicted accurately.

10. Describe two proposed methods for, warming the northern polar regions.i
THINGS- TO D,0

I. Observe and identify clouds for a week and make a class report. Make a
relief map showing the features of the earth's surface which affect weather.

2. Make a barometer, using mineral oil instead of merctiry. Instructions.
enclose a thermos bottle liner in a cardboard box,and attach it upside down
to a wooden brace. Insert a plastic straw through the cork and cork the
bottle tightly with the straw extending into .the bottle one or two, inches.
Place the bottle cap on the floor of the brace directly under the bottle, so
that the other end of the straw goes into the cap. Fill the cap with oil. The
oil will rise in the straw as air pressure lowers. The pressure can be measured
by indicator marks on the straw.
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THE FRINGES OF,SPACE

,t

A S INDICATED EARLIER, yarigus
gradual changes occur in the regien

between air and space. The most basic and
obvious change is the decrease in the !density
of the air and the resulting decrease in
pressure as altitude increases. A gradual
thinning of molecules causes this change,
which affects life suf. -.,ort and travel in
aerospace. The different layers of atmos-
phere and lower space may also be classi-
fied according' to temperature trtnds ,briefly
noted in Chapter 2. Temperatures decrease
with altitude in some zones and increase
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1

in others. There are a .number of other interesting phenomena
/

that distinguish the upper atmosphere and the fringes of space/' i 1

Discovery i of the Upper Atmosphere
. 1

1

Man has long wondered about the aurora borealis and the
aurora austnilis. The aurora borealis (or northern lights) flashes
brilliant colors in varying patterni across the northe91 skies and
the aurora australis prefents a similar display in /Th. e southern'
hemisphere. Observers have determined that these/displays occur
at heights ranging from 60 to 600 miles above th surface of the
earth.

These and other phewipmena may be associat- will a zone of
electrically-conductive layers in the upper ato spheiT called the
ionosphere. Discovery of the ionosphere came with the invention
of the radio early in the i twentieth century.

In the 1890s, Guglielmo Mfareoni conduc ed suc4ssful short-
range experiments with ,radid, and, in Dec mber f901, he sent-
the world's first radio message across the Aq ntic, Ocean from Eng-
land to Newfoundland. Previously, scienti.ts believed that elec-
tromagnetic waves (the carriers of radio gnals). ;raveled only in
straight lines and, therefore; could not rec ei

I

,,ed beyond the
curve of the earth. Hence, the limit or radiq communication
between any two points, on the surf (.4 the' earth would be
less than 100 miles, perhaps a little ore if one. r the other point
were located on the top ;of a high ountain. ( is principle hblds
true today for certain types of transmissions, uch as television,
FM radio, and conventional ra .) How, the , could Marconi's
radio send signals adross the At antic?

Shortly after Marconi' feat,/ an ,American ph sicist, A. E. Ken-
nelly, and a British physicist, Oliver Heaviside, independently
advanced theories that a conductive layer in he upper atmos-
phere acted as shield and mirror to prevent elec romagnetic waves
from escaping into space and to reflect them b ck to earth. As
they traveled upward at apy given angle, the signs from Marconi's
radio glanced off the layer at an angle, like th image from a
mirror, and, thus, pas/s'a over the intervening hor Fn. For many
years, the name Kennelly. Heaviside layer was applied to what is
now called the ionosphere'.

In the 1920s and later, a long series of ground-b sed observa-
tions provided a, more accurate picture of the ionos here. Radio

1
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pulses wer recisely timed as they traveled at the speed of light
up to the refl cting layer and, baCk to a receiving instrument. In
this fashion, fo separate reflecting layers im the upper atmos-
phere were disc vexed: the D layer, at 31 miles altitude; the E
layer, at approximately 62 miles(this layer still bears the name
Kennelly-Heaviside); and the Appleton Region; containing the

F1 and F2 layers, at 186 and 248 miles, respectively. The lowest
of these, the D layer, reflects longwave radio transmissions, such
as those of the standard ,commercial radio broadcast bands in the
United States. Higher layers reflect shorter wave transmissions.
Furthermore, the higher the reflecting layer, the farther a signal
can travel because it bypasses more of the earth's curvature.
Thus, shortwave radio can be used for international broadcasting,
and longwave radio is preferred for local commercial broadcasting
although longwave stations may have ranges to approximately
1,000 miles, depending on power.

As man continued to learn more about the upper atmos-
phere, through ground observation, he also began to fly and send
unmanned instrument packages to higher altitudes for more

direct observations of the upper atmosphere.
In the middle 1930s, manned balloon ascensions by the Swiss

scientist, Auguste Piccard, and others reached altitUdes above
50,000 feet. By 1938, an Italian reciprocating-engine airplane had
climbed above 50,000 feet. After World War II, jet airplanes
flew to greater and greater heights. Balloons, nevertheless, con-
tinued to make useful contributions to science. The current manned
balloon altitude record, set in 1961, tops 113,000 feet or 21
miles, exceeding tge altitude record for manned flight in an air-
breathing aircraft. Unmanned balloons, carrying scientific instru-
ments and transmitters, have risen as high as 142,000 feet or
27 miles. Balloons have the added advantage of a stationary or
slow-moving viewpoint, which is preferred for some observations.

With its 'propulsion system that works independently of air,

the rocket, of course, has been the key to modern high-altitude
and space exploration. Even before the first satellites went into
orbit in the late 1950s, instrumented rockets had risen to hun-
dreds of miles above the surface of the earth. Such sounding
rockets (vehicles- -with an up-and-down rather than an orbital

trajectory) are still used, and unmanned satellites orbit at alti-

tudes from 100 to more than 20,000 miles. In the 1960s, manned
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flights in the rocket-powered X-15 aircraft reached altitudes up
to 67 miles. Since then, of course, Moon voyages have aroused
greater interest.

Characteristics of the Ionosphere

We have already identified the upper atmosphere by various
names. In Chapter 2, we noted that the mesosphere (middle
sphere) and thermosphere (heat sphere) apply to zones of tem-
perature trends. The ionosphere, generally including the same
zones' (at altitudes above 50 miles), refers to the electrical char-
acteristics of these zones.

HOMOSPHERE AND HETEROSPHERE.Sometimes, scientists refer to
upper altitudes as the heterosphere (sphere of separateness) and
to lower altitudes as the homosphere (sphere of sameness). In the
homosphere, as we have noted, air is an even mixture with the
proportions 78 percent nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen, etc. Above
50 miles, in the heterosphere, the different molecules tend to form
separate layers because of their different atomic weights. Thus,
at one altitude, oxygen will predominate, and, at another, nitro-
gen will ',e well above its normal proportion of 78 percent. The
gradual Vr2akening of the earth's force of gravity at high altitudes
is one reason for the formation of the heterosphere; the thinning
of the atmosphere itself is another. As they move about, molecules
have fs..wer collisions with other molecules, and these collisions are
necessary to keep the molecules in a state of mixture.

PHENOMENA OF THE IONOSPHERE.Let us return to those electric
peculiarities that give the name "ionosphere" to the upper atmos-
phere. Why is it at times ablaze with northern lights or other
spectacles? Why does have reflecting layer- that cid man in his
long-distance radio communications? And w..y does it sometimes
black out or garble radio communications or cause magnetic com-
passes to spin instead of pointing steadily at the magnetic 'north?

To understand both normal ionospheric behavior and sudden
ionospheric disturbances, or SID, as they are called, certain un-
.ierlying facts must be considered. Let us begin with the atom.

The atom reviewed.An atom contains almost all of its mass
in a central body or nucleus, which is a tight cluster of smaller
particles called neutrons and protons. Neutrons have no elec-
trical charge; protons carry a positive electrical charge. Around
this central body, negatively-charged electrons whirl in all direc-
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tions. These electrons are so tiny that scientists formerly believed
-tharttiey had no massthat they were mere sparks of energy.
,Now, It is generally agreed that an electron has mass, approxi-
mately 1-1900 that of a proton or neutron. Electrically speaking,
however, the proton and electron are. equal, one charge bal-
ancing the other. A normal atom is electrically neutral because
the number of electrons exactly equals the number of protons.
For example, a nitrogen atom has a nucleus containing seven
protons and seven neutrons, giving it an atomic weight of approxi-
mately 14 and an atomic number of 7. (The latter refers only to
the number of protons.)

The ion.With this basic review, we turn now to the ion,
from which the\ ionosphere gets its name. An ion is an atom that
carries a positive or negative electric charge as a result of losing
or gaining one or more electrons. The name is also given to a
free electron, proton, or other. charged Cubatomic particle (particle
smaller than an, atom). Therefore, the ionosphere includes thole
zones of upper atmosphere and near space in which there are
many charged or ionized atoms, together with numerous free elec-
trons and other charged subatomic particles. These ions concen-
trate in. certain layers to reflect radio waves of a given range or
frequency.

Causes of ionization.What causes ionization (the production
of ions)? In the ionosphere, the main causes are the powerful
ultraviolet radiation of the Sun, and the ultra high-frequency
cosmic rays from the stars of outer space. Beyond the shielding
effect of the thicker atmosphere at lower levels, these radiations
attack the scattered atoms and molecules of nitrogen, oxygen, and
other gases and ionize the electrons on the outer rims of the atoms.

Sunspots, solar flares, and other disturbances on the surface

of the Sun produce fluctuations in the output of the Sun's rays.
These, in turn, Produce SIDs and other variations in the behavior
of the ionosphere. The normal rhythm of nights and days also

affects the behavior of the ionosphere. SIDs, for example, will
produce excess electrons in the atmosphere, and these will absorb
radio waves. The magnetic forces of the earth, which contains
much iron within its solid mass, also have an affect on the b&

havior of the ionosphere. It is the interaction of solar radiation
and the earth's magnetism that produces the aurora borealis and
aurora Australis. Particles stimulated by SIDs travel swiftly toward
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the earth's two magnetic poles and produce these glowing dis-
plays. We discuss this effect further in the next section because
the Van Allen radiation belts play an important part in pro-
clueing it.

The ionosphere is generally regarded as a zone extending up-
ward -to more than 300 miles (some sources say 660 miles).

these altitudes, as you know, we are well beyond the zone
where an atmosphere with any kind of substance. exists. A name
applied to space beyond the earth's atmosphere is exosphere (out-
side sphere), The ionosphere blends into the exosphere. Yet, as
you have seen, the exosphere is no dead vacuum. It contains
electrfc energy and subatomic particles. This is especially true of
the next zone outward.

The Magnetosphere (Van Allen Radiation Belts)

In 1958, a University of Iowa physicist, James A. Van Allen,
announced the discbvery of a large zone of space filled with elec-
trically charged particles, extending far beyond the limits of the
ionosphere. This discovery was made with instruments of Ex-
plorer I, the first US earth .satellite. Numerous other satellite
and sounding rocket probes and scientific studies of the so-culled
Van Allen radiation belts have been made since then.

CAUSES AND BEHAVIOR.Like the ionosphere, the Van Allen
radiation belts are filled with charged particles. Also like the ionos-
phere, the Van Allen belts are the product of interaction between
radiations from the Sun and the magnetism of the earth. Thus,
some scientists regard these belts as an extension of the. ionosphere.
The particles are different from those prevailing at lower levels,
however. They also behave differently and fall into different pat-
terns. Another name for these miter zones of radiation is the
magnetosphere.

The solar wind.The charged particles come mostly from the
Sun. A few may drift in from outer space. The flow from the Sun
consists of a loose mixture of mainly protons and free electrons
called a plasma, of much thinner consistency than a gas. The
flow has an average speed of somewhat more than a million miles
per hour, but, after a solar flare or other disturbance, both the
number of particles and their velocity increases. The flow actually
has a small degree of physical force that led to its name, the
solar wind. Some years ago, the solar wind drove huge balloon-
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like satellites of the Echo series off their predicted courses. Some
scientists believe that a space ship could be designed, with a solar
sail to use the solar wind for propulsion.

Belt formation.When these particles come under the influence
of the magnetic forces of the earth, some are trapped in the Van
Allen belt pattern, and others are diverted around the earth. The
particles within these belts whirl around the earth in a spiral course
as they travel from points above one magnptic pole to points
above the other pole. As they descend into the ionosphere above.
the magnetic poles, they help to produce the aurora borealis and
aurora australis.

STRUCTURE.Figure 21 shows that the Van Allen radiation belts
are shaped somewhat like inner and outer doughnuts surrounding
the earth over the equator and middle latitudes. Inside these
doughnuts, the charged particles whirl between the magnetic poles
as described above. Since the magnetic poles are some distance
away from the geographic poles of the earth, there are radiation-
free zones above the poles, generally within the circles of 70°

Figure 21. The Van Allen Radiation belts may be hazardous to space passengers
if they are exposed to the radiations for prolonged periods.
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latitude north and south, corresponding to the hole in the outer
iioughnut.

The inner doughnut begins at altitudes varying from 250 to
600 miles and extends outward to approximately 2,500 miles. In
this zone, radiation is heavy, and it tends to be more constant,
keeping at the same level for periods of several months to several
years.

The outer zone begins just beyond the inner zone and extends
outward to approximately 40,000 miles. It is .noted for its wide
fluctuations in radiation intensity, varying from day to day and
even hour to hour. An extension of the outer zone in the direction
away from the Sun is called the earth's magnetic tail. It is a flow
of electrons, weak but extensive, reaching into space many thou-
sands of milei beyond the outer Van Allen belt. Some say its
influence is felt a2 'far as the Moon. SrIa

RADIATION EAZARDS.Radiation within the inner Van Allen belt
is quite intense and can be dangerous tt.. men aboard space ships.*
The heaviest concentration of radiation and the most dangerous
region for man is located over the equator at approximately 1,500
miles altitude. Astronauts on their way to the Moon pass through
the Van Allen radiation belts so swiftly that their exposure to
the radiations is held within the limits of safety. However, manned
earth-orbiting missions must stay below 250 to 300 miles altitude
to avoid dangerously prolonged exposure to the radiations. Even
if the vehicles were more heavily shielded to protect their pas-
sengers against radiation, the weight of this shielding would de-
mand much more powerful rocket propulsion than is presently re-
quired. For the present, unmanned satellite and rocket probes
are still the best means of exploring the magnetosphere.

A lesser problem is that the radiations in the more intense
belts adversely affect ..zmmunications equipment in satellites travel-
ing within them. The average life of such equipment aboard a
satellite orbiting within the inner Melts is about a year. Such equip-
ment aboard synchronous satellites (vehicles that hover over the
equator apparently motionless because they are in precise 24-hour
orbit) has a life of many years, even though these satellites orbit
within the outer Van Allen belts at an altitude of 22,300 miles.

GLOSSARY NOTE. Vadlation Is not the same thing as radioactivity. which Is the produc-
tion of radiation by the expulsion of particles such as protons and neutrons from the nucleus
of an unstable atom. The Van Allen belts trap radiations fin the form of loose charged
particles) but make none; hence. they are not radioactive,
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Beyond the Van Allen radiation belts lies a vast area that we
can simply call interplanetary space. However, it is the realm of
the solar wind. It contains a sprinkling of hydrogen (H2) mole-
cules and numerous subatomic particles' that energize the earth's
radiation belts and outer atmosphaere.

THE MOON

Throughout man's history, the Moon has been an object of
wonder, superstition, philosophical thought, and, eventually,
scientific study. Astronomers have learned much by using tele-
scopes and other earth-based instruments, 'but, as they have
found the answers to some questions, they have found many
more questions. More recent findings from unmanned Soviet
and US Moon probes, lunar orbits, and soft landings ,have also
provided more data and more unanswered questions. Today, we
live in the era of manned lunar exploration. Moon walks may
also confirm data from past discoveries, add some surprises, and
pose new questions. No doubt, the most 'important scientific re-
sults of the Moon walks will come from a study of rock and dust
samples returned to earth. Some interesting findings have already
been announced, but long programs of experiment and study with
lunar samples are required before the full scientific value of the
Moon trips can be realized. Study of the lunar samples and
scientific reports indicate that significant differences of opinion
about the Moon continue to exist in the scientific community.

Astronomical Characteristics of the moon

Perhaps the most notable thing about the Moon as man has
observed it through the ages is its apparent size, due, of course,
to-its nearness. Of all the heavenly bodies, the Moon and the Sun
are the only two bodies seen by the naked eye as discs with
measurable diameters. The Moon has an apparent diameter almost
exactly the same as that of the Sun. Thus, during a total eclipse
of the Sun, the Moon completely covers the Sun's disc but
leaves visible the Sun's outer rim or corona.

ORBITAL BEHAVIOR.The Moon orbits Earth in an elliptical
(oval) path that places it, in round numbers, 253,000 miles
away at apogee (furthest distance from the earth) and 222,000
miles away at perigee (nearest distance from the earth). The
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average distance is 238,000 miles. The Moon travels around the
earth at an average speed of 2,280 mph. It travels faster near
perigee, and sloWer near its apogee. Its period of orbit is 27 earth
days, 7 hours, and 43 minutes. Because the Moon rotates in ex-
actly the same length of time as it takes to' revolve around the
earth, it presents the ,same side toward the earth.

This period of orbit/rotation does not coincide with the phases
of the Moon (full moon, half Moon, crescent Moon, etc., as we
see them from the earth, for these phases have an average cycle
of 291/2 days, not 271/3. At full Moon, for example, the Sun,

Earth, and Moon are almost in a straight line. (If they were ex-
actly in a straight line, there would be an eclipse of the Moon.)

In another 273 days, the Moon returns to the same position as
observed from the earth against a, background of Stars. The earth,
meanwhile, has traveled about 27° in its orbit Of the Sun. There-
fore, it will take two more days for the Moon to fall into line
with both Sun and Earth and again be seen as full.'

Because of the Moon's elliptical orbit and variations in its speed

of travel, observers on Earth can see at different times about 59
percent of the Moon's surface rather than just half. In 1959, a
Soviet unmanned space vehicle transmitted the first photographs
of the hidden side of the Moon. Since then, the far side has been
repeatedly photographed by both Soviet and American spacecraft

from both high and low lunar orbits. (Figures 22 and 23)

MASS AND GRAVITATION.The diameter of the Moon is 2,162
miles, somewhat more than a fourth that of the earth. As we have
noted, the two bodies compare in size as a tennis ball to a basketball.

The Moon's volume is about 1 ;,0 that of the earth and its mass about

%/.** Therefore, the Moon's density is less than the density of the

earth.
The pull of gravity on the Moon is about 1/6 that of the earth.

Therefore, a 150-pound man would weigh only 25 pounds on the
Moon. If you have seen Moon walks on television, perhaps you
have noted the peculiar loping gait of astronauts traveling on

foot over the Moon's surface, even when they are burdened by

The familiar term lunar month can mean either the 27Wday or the 291/2-day period, but
the 271/.day period is preferred wage. More technical terms are sidereal month for the 271/2.day
period and synodic month for the 291/raay period.

*GLOSSARY NOTE. Mass is a more accurate term than weight when speaking of bodies

In space, Weight is a measure of a body's mass under the Influence of gravity (see the next
footnote, below). A body of a given mass wit, h different weights depending upon location
and movement In spars. Its nearness to a planet or Other body. and the mass of the other
planet or body.
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Figure 22. A view of the far side of the Moon taken from the Apollo 10 lunar
module. The identity Of the craters has not yet been established.

_bulky space suits and oxygen tanks. This manner of walking is
man's way of adapting to a low-gravity environment.

_

It is natural to think that the earth, as the heavier body,
holds the Moon completely within its gravitational grip. This is not
quite so. As Sir Isaac Newton pointed out some three centuries
ago, gravitation is the mutually attracting force of two bodies in
space. The earth attracts the Moon as the Moon attracts the earth.*
The force of the Moon on the earth is seen*, in the behavior of
the ocean tides.

CELESTIAL MECHANICS.-7-If the earth attracts the Moon, why does
the Moon not crash into the earth? Actually, the Moon is con-
stantly "falling" toward the earth, but it is also moving forward
fast enough to keep it falling around the earth instead of into it.
How or at what time in its distant past the Moon acquired this
forward motion has been the subject of much scientific thought
one. ..6ument, but we must consider this question still unanswered.

*GLOSSARY NOTE. Note how gravitation differs from gravity Gravitation describes the
behavior of bodies In space, Gravity describes the effect of gravitation as felt on the surface
of the Earth or the Mom or other planet.
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Figure 23. Luna Orbiter I\ was located about 900 miles above the Moon Ion it
turned its wide angle lens on the southern half of the Moon's hidden side.

4.
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Man-made spacedraft and satellites orbit the earth with their for-
ward velodities provided by rocket launchers. And, in the same
manner, the earth and the other planets orbit the Sun. Again,,the
reason for the forWard velocity that prevents them from falling into
the Sim is an unanswered question.,

Any body orbiting another body in space is 'called a satellit,
The Moon is a satellite of the earth, and so is any'4nan-mide
instrument package or manned vehicle hurled into orbit by rocket
thrust. The earth and -other planets are satellitei of the Sun. The
Moon, orbiting the, Earth as the I Earth orbits the Sun, describes
a spiral in interplanetary space. The complicated gravitational laws
that govern the behavior of bodies in space and determine the
pathways in which they travel are called ,celestial mechanics. The
baSics of celestial mechanics werei discovered hundreds of years
a0, long before the age of space exploration. The findings of
Kepler, Galileo, and Newton in the seventeenth century made the
flight paths of space ships and the gait of Moon walkers predictable.

.
Alascons.However, other data on Moon gravity have bien ,ac-

quired in recent years. Unmanned lunar orbiter flights, from 1965
thrOugh 1967 detected slight irregularities in the gravity of the
Mo&t, Apollo 10 (a manned lunar orbital flight) made a fur-
ther study V these irregularities in late 1968. These irregularities
.were attriluted to mascons, uneven concentrations of mass be-
neath the surface of the Moon. One theory about mascons is that
they are large meteorites imbedded beneath the surfa e. Another
is that they are lava `,flows submerged beneath the crust,

Surface , Characteristics of the Moon

As \observed from the Earth with the naked eye, he full Moon
appears to have a smooth surface, blotchy with l' t and dark
areas. Observers from ancient times have seen human face
in this mottled appearance, giving rise to fol lor concerning a
"man i the Moon" or a `girl in the_Moo ." When viewed with a
telesco e, the-ligh-fefireas of the Moon appear rugged, with nu- ,

merous craters and mountains. The darker areas are smooth
areas called mania, Latin for "seas." (The singular is mar These
are not licnown to be barren plains, but, centuries ago, the \were
actually believed to be seas. Photographs taken'from orbiting space-

craft shOw that the hidden side of the Moon is generally more
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rugged than the side, facing the earth, with many mountains and
craters and an'almost total absence of maria. (See Figure 22.)

As seen from the earth, the Moon varies in color from orange
to silver, but these variations are due to the Earth's atmosphere.
An astronaut's closeup view of the Moon reveals it as dull 'gray
in color. The maria appear darker than the. highlands because their
surfaces of firmly packed dust absorb more light than the, hard
rock surfaces oftthe hiOlands.

,ABSENCE OF ATMOSPHERE.If the Moon ever had an atmosphere,
it lasted for oily a short period. Its mass is too small and its gravity
too weak to hold an envelope of gas around it. There may be
traces of heavy gases here and there, but, on the whole, the
Moon's environment is .a vacuum.

Effect of visibility.. -- Absence of atmosphere permits us to.observe
the surface of the Moon and study its details through a telescope.
(Man in space, as we now know, gets no such view).o.Dhe ,arth,
for, at any given time, much of our planet is shrouded with clouds.
See Figure 24.) Since atmosphete diffuses light, the absence of
atmosphere. causes extremely sharp :contrast between light and

shadow. In the past, astronomers have overestimated, the heights
of mountains and the depths of craters on the Moon because of
the black shadows cast by these features.

.
Effect on temperature.Man, of course, must carry his own oxy-

gen supply witli him and wear a bulky space suit as he walks
upon the Moon. He must be surrounded by an envelope of at-
mospheric pressure inside his space suit and insulated against the
Moon's daytime, heat, which can rise above 250° F. The space
suit is white to reflect as much heat as possible. During the

, Moon's night. the temperature drops to another extreme, almost'
250° F. Again, the abse a of atmosphere accounts for these
temperature extremes.

Effect on topography.T e absence of atmosphere also affects
the Moon's topography (physical surface features). This, of course.
explains why the Moon is a barren desert. The Moon's general
ruggedness is due, in part. to a lack of wind and water to smooth
its features by erosion (wearing away). As we learned in Chapter
1, atmosphere acts as a shield to protect the earth from most
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rigure 24. Cloud cover obscures much of tile earth's surface when viewed from space.

meteoroids,* which burn up firom air friction as meteors* before
they can reach the surface. The Moon has no such shield, and

ntists believe that many of the Moon's craters were caused by
large meteorites* slamming into its surface full force at some dis-
tant time in the past.

LUNAR TOPOGRAPHY.The topography of the Moon is markedly
different from that of the Earth. Its barrenness suggests deserts
similar to those on the earth, but the profusion of craters, the
maria. and certain small features are -unique.

Craters.The Moon is covered by craters of all sizes, rang'ng
from a few feet in diameter to almost 150 miles. There are over-
lapping craters and crat, within craters. The larger craters have

GLOSSARY NOTE A chunk of matter in mass IS ...Ilk d a nwteorool When It Is
drawn into Mt arth'( atmosphen. and IS th al.*: to a (1.0111( glos. 13( (mu,' I. it Nemes a
meeor or shooting star If a remnant of it r( aches the curfa(i of the arth. it is called a
metenny The term me 1( onn 14111 also he (o(d m this h.mt(r to doaalh( maw.% of Matti
vInk ink the moon
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surrounding walls that average 8;000 feet above the surrounding
Iterrain but 4,000 feet above the floor of the crater. The hidden
Side of the Moori is more cratered than the visible side. Now
that man has seen them at close range, even the "smooth" maria
are pockmarked with many \ small craters and shaffliw depressions.
As is true of almost any Other feature of the Moon, the origin
of craters is an unsettled qUestion. Some are believed to be of
volcanic origin,. similar to volcanic craters on earth. Some may
pilesently be active, volcanos. One SOviet astronomer claims to have
witnessed a volcanic eruption on the Moon in 1958: Another
tyke of 'Moon crater, called a caldera, is/also believed to be of
volcanic origin. This type of crater probabisvformed when lava ()X-

,ploded through the crust and then fell baci' to form mounds or
mountains within the crater.

Most experts beiieve that the majority of Moon craters, in-
cluding soipe Of the largest, were formed by collisions with meteor-
ites and ,larger bodies called asteroids. According to this theory, ,

the ,size of the meteorite can be but a tiny fraction of the size of
the crater that it makes. Given enough velocity, a solid object will
explode like a bomb upon impact. It is estimated that an iron-
nickel meteorite 2,900 feet in_diameter,, traveling at a speed of 10
milel per second, can produce a crater 60 miles in diameter.
Possibly, the maria, many, hundreds of miles in diameter, may
have beenrained in this manner.

C4rtain large craters, notably Tycho, Copernicus, and Kepler,
have, white streaks or rays, radiativg outward in all directions,
seen only when the Moon is full. These white streaks may be
depqsits of white dust thrown out when these craters were formed.
either by volcanic action or by the impact of meteors. Since these
raysi cross straight over other Moon features, their formation was
probably more recent than that of' other features.

Maria.The "seas" of the Moon are large, flat areas several
hundred miles across, and their origini are perhaps the . most
baffling of all'the Moon's secrets. At least, they bring up the same
question as that concerning the origin of craters. are they due
to the impact of meteorites, or are they volcanic in origin? Some
scientists say both. The Mare Imbrium (Sea of Showers) is a cir-
cular mare approximately 750 miles in diameter, situated in the
horthern part of the Moon. It shows evidence that it was formed
from the impact of a large asteroid. Other Maria, however, show
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evidence of volcanic origins. The Mare Tranquilitall (Sea of
Tranquility), scene of the first Moon walk,, and the Oceanus Pro-
cellarum (Ocean of Storms), scene of the second, are 'believed
to have vast flows of hardened lava (molten volcanic rock)
beneath their layers of dust.

Neither theory can settle the question of how the dust covering
these and other maria came into being. Most sand, soil, and dust
deposits on earth are formed by the grinding effect of wind and
water erosion and transportation by wind and water. Since the Moon
has no weather, how can any part of its surface be overlaid with
dust? Explosive meteorite impact, pulverizing rock for many miles
around, is one explanation. Slow accumulation' of cosmic dust is
another. The latter explanation means that space contains dust
particles, which, over a period of several billions of years, could
be attracted to the surface of the Moon and accumulate there.

Why are dust-covered maria concentrated on the side of the
Moon facing the earth and not on the hidden side? Nobody really
knows. One answer was suggested at the Houston conference of
January 1971. Earlier in this chapter, we described the Earth's
magnetic, tail as a flow of electrons into space. Possibly, said one
scientist, this could induce attraction of cosmic dust to the Moon
surface facing the earth by static electricity. The theory, however,
was challenged by other scientists.

Other feature. - The Moon has very rugged ridges and mountains.
Most of them are less than 10,000 feet high above the surround-
ing surface, but one isolated mountain named Leibnitz rises 30,000
feet above the surrounding area, towering higher than the highest
mountain, on the Earth, 29,000-foot Mount Everest.

Rifles are peculiar, long, irregular troughs. Some are narrow,
like Nmall dry stream_ beds, but Hadley's Rifle, explored by the
Apollo 15 astronauts is 1,200 feet deep and one mile in diameter.
These are features discovered only in recent years since closeup
views of the Moon from spaceships became available. Possibly, some
of the smaller rilles were traced by huge rolling boulders tossed
from a volcanic eruptiOn or a meteorite impact. Larger rilles are
believed to be carved out by lava flow. Figure 25 shows a valley
with a rifle in the middle, crossing a mountainous area and en-
tering a mare. It looks somewhat like a river valley flowing into
a sea on Earth, but it is not explainable as such.

GERMS ON THE MOON? The Moon is probably completely devoid
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Figure 25. Hadley Rills. is one of the most conspicuous lunar rifles viewed with
earth-based telescopes. The rill meanders through the mare material of Palus
Putredinius, approximately parallel to the Apennine Mountains which rise above the

mare surface to more than 8,000 feet.
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of life in any form. However, the absence of atmosphere and vis-
ible water does not rule out completely the possibility of water
beneath the Moon's surface at some locations; nor does it rule
out the possibility of a very low order of life, such .a's bacteria
or other one-celled creatures. Could these be dangerous disease
germs? Astronauts of Apollo 11, 12, a were quarantined
for two-week periods after returning om the Moon voyages.
Their quarantine was a safeguard agains possible epidemic of
an unknown disease from a Moon organism, against which man
had no natural or medical defenses. Even then, scientists consid-
ered the chance of such an occurrence extremely remote and,
after further study of* the problem, lifted the precaution in April
1971.,

MOON DUST.The,dust that covers the maria and other surfaces
of the Moon has interesting physical and chemical properties.

Physical properties.Scientists knew before the Moon walks that
suitable landing areas were covered with dust, which could be
several feet thick. They feared that this dust would not provide
a firm landing site for a space vehicle or afirm footing for a Moon-
walking astronaut. However,, photographic and other evidence
supplied by five unmanned Surveyor vehicles that made soft land-
ings on the Moon in a 1966-1968 program were reassuring. There
would be no danger that vehicle or man would sink into lunar
quicksands. Astronauts themselves later confirmed that Moon dust
provided a firm base for walking and for vehicle landing and take-
off, including rocket blast. With no air between them to act as
"ball bearings," dust grains on the Moon cling to each other and
form a firm but compressible mass, capable of supporting several
pounds per square inch. Although utterly dry, the dust has a con-
sistency somewhat similar to that of damp sand. Man leaves shal-
low but distinct footprints as he walks on the Moon. These are
permanent mementos of his visit, for there are no winds. or rains
to erase them.

In November 1969', the Apollo 12 lunar module landed in the
Ocean of Storms near the Surveyor 3 vehicle, which had been un-
disturbed for 31 months. The astronauts returned to Earth with
pieces of the Surveyor vehicle for laboratory study. It was then
discoVered that certain surfaces of the vehicle had been sand-
blasted. Careful analysis of photographs and other evidence showed
that these surfaces had been facing the lunar module. There was
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only ode possible explanation for the sandblasting effect. The
rocket engines of the Apollo 12 lunar module firing downward to
provide braking for a, soft landing, disturbed particles of Moon
dust and propelled them across the c,200 yards between the two
vehicles: The velocity of the dust particles was estimated at 70
meters per second minimum, approximately 155 mph. This was
much faster than such particles would have traveled on Earth
through atmosphere and under stronger gravity. The Apollo vehicle
came down on lunar terrain somewhat higher than the location
of Surveyor 3, and the trajectory of the particles was low and
direct. (Figure 26.)

Of what significance is this informatiOn? For example, how will
it help us to know more about the origin of the Moon or some
of its surface features, or something even more practical? Science
is never hasty with such questions. It is a process of endlessly Col-

lecting bits and pieces of data and fitting them together with pains-
taking work. The behavior of dust particles disturbed by rocket

Figure 26. This unusual picture shows two US spacecraft on the Moon's surface. The

Apollo 12 lunar module can be seen in the kackground and the Surveyor 3 space-

craft in the foreground. The Apollo 12 lunar nodule launched about 200 yards from
Surveyor 3 in the Ocean cf Storms.
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blast is information that may possibly be useful some day. We cite
this example only to suggest the way in which scientific knowledge
slowly advances in the laboratory between the spectacular adven-
tures of astronauts.

Chemical proknies,txperiments with Moon dust samples re-
turned by Apollo 11 and 12 have already produced some sur-
prises. In repeated tests, core samples (subsurface dust) from
Apollo 11 had a sterilizing, antibacterial effect almost as strong as
that of a typical mouthwash. However, the surface sale from
the same mission did not produce this effect, nor diNither core
or surface samples from Apollo 12. Thus, we have one more
of many new Moon mysteries to aciJ to the old.

In another series of experiments, a botanist growing plants in
a liquid medium in a laboratory found that widely varied plant
species, ranging from liverworts (a primitive plant related to moss)
to tobacco and corn, grew more rapidly and looked healthier
pinches of Moon dust were 'added to their food. The botanist
suspects that this fertilizer effect is due to a lack of atmosphere on
the Moon. Earth soil, exposed to atmosphere for long ages,
probably has undergone certain 'very slow chemical changes that
reduced its plant-fertilizing power. The chemistry of Moon dust
has probably been unchanged for billions of years. The practi-
cal value of this discovery is a long way from .reality. Either
farming on. the Moon or bringing back tons of lunar fertilizer is
obviously impractical. (Figure 27)

Origins and History of the Moon

How did the Moon come into being? How old is it?. How did
it get trapped into its apparently eternal orbit around the earth? Be-
fore the advent of the Moon walkers, there were various con-
flicting answers to tin, questions. These theories are still in con-
flict today.

EVIDENCE PF AGE.Rock samples brought back from the Moon
tend to support previous estimates that the Moon is approximately
five billion Yetirs old. The age of a sample can be estimated by
comparing its radioactivity with a known rate of radioactive uecay
for certain elements that it contains. Most samples from the Moon
are estimated to be about 3.5 billion years old. One ',ample re-
turned by the Apollo 12 expedition has an estimated ..-ge of 4.5

S9
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I

Figure 27. Several varieties of plants shown in the prosy laboi:atory of the Manned

Spacecraft Center. These piants Were exposed to lunar material for 35 days before
this picture was made, The back row from left to right Chows radish and cabbage,

lime and other citrus, and wheat and bean plants. The front row (I to r) includes
radish, so,ghum, cantaloupe, and watermelon.

billion years. (Figure 28.) Another sample, taken from the hir,h-

land slopes at the edge of the Mare Imbrium in August 1971
(Apollo 15), is believed to be even older, but, at the time of this
writing, no laboratory tests have been performed on it.

MOON-SEIV,,,ATION (DARWIN) THEORY.---Sir George Darwin,

an English astronomer (son of Charles Darwin), developed a theory

in the late nineteenth century that the Moon was once part of the
Earth. According to this theory, the Earth, soon after its formation.

was a sphere of molten rock spinning very rapidly. The gravita-
tional pull of the Sun, combined with centrifugal force (outward

force in a spinning or turning object), could have caused a huge
portion of the earth to fly off and form a moon. Supporters of
this theory believe that the Pacific Ocean occupies the great
hole left in the side of the Earth as a result of this separation.

Criticisms of the Darwin theory, however, have beet, plentiful.

One group of critics believes that it is impossible to set up a tide

in a liquid sphere equal in mass to the earth, strong enough to

cause a mass equal to the Moon to separate. If it were possible,

such a force would have torn the Moon to pieces. Evidence of
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rock and dust samples from the Moon has not settled this question.
Chemical analysis shows that these samples are made of the same
elements as those found on Earth, but some experts find the
samples too rich in such elements as zirconium, strontium, barium,
yttrium,. and titanium, which are somewhat rare on the Earth.
Nevertheless, the Darwin theory still receives the support of some
qualified experts.

OTHER HOT GASEOUS THEORIES.Other theories hold that the
Earth, Moon, and the other planets formed from hot gaseous
Matter, which slowly liquified and condensed. One such theory is
that the whole solar system was torn from the Sun by .a colli-
sion, or near collision with another star. The total mass of all
the planets, moons, and smaller bodies in the solar system is
hardly one\ percent of the .mass of the Sun. Therefore, certain
objections tb this theory similar to those against the moon-sep-
aration theory ar not raised. Another theory, however, holds that the
gaseour meow elsewhere than the Sun.

ACCRE lON THEORIES.AnothOr group of scientists discounts all
I 00%

A

Figure 28. A sample of Moon rock boliovod to b. 4.6 billion years old.
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theories that the Earth, Moon, and other bodies began as hot
gas that passed through a 'liquid stage before forming a hard crust.
Instead, they believe that the Earth, Moon, and other planets be-

gan as small chunks of matter, like the meteoroids and asteroids
that abound in some parts of the solar system, and grew by grad-
ual accumulation of solid particles of matter, much like rolling
snowballs. According to various theories, the space around the Sun

was filled with a cloud of dust; others say larger pieces of matter.
When particules collided with each other, they tended to stick to-
gether. Through a process of slow growth called accretion, the
larger bodies, thus formed, would gradually sweep the solar system
almost clean of smaller particles as they circled the Sun. Since vol-
canic activity on earth indicates that the earth has a hot molten

core, and there is strong evidence that the same is true of the
Moon, how would the accretion . theory account for such hot in-
teriors? Buildup of heat by pressure as the body grows by accre-

tion seems to be the answer.
THEORIES ON ORBITAL CAPTURE.The Darwin theory holds that

the Moon orbits the Earth as a result of the centrifugal force
that it acquired when it was torn free of the eaTth. Almost all
other theories agree that the and M'obn weTe formed sep-
arately, together with the other planets of the solar system .and

most of their moons. The Moon was once a small') planet traveling

in its own orbit around the Sun until it . wandered close enough

to the Earth to become a satellite of the Earth.
One can be thoroughly bewildered by all these conflicting

theories and unanswered questions. We have noted, alSo, that al-

most any theory about the origin of the Moon will involve a
theory about the origin of the whole solar system. In the next
chapter, we survey the larger worlds beyond the solar system
and our Milky Way Galaxy.

WORDS, PHRASES, AND NAMES TO REMEMIIER

accretion aurora borealis

apogee aurora australis

Appleton; Region caldera

asteroid celestial mechanics

atomic number centrifugal, force

atomic weight core sample
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corona (of sun),
cosmic dust
cosmic rays
Darwin, Sir George
electromagnetic waves
electron
exosphere
gravitation
gravitational field
Hadley's Rille
heteroSphere
homOsphere
ion
ionization
ionosphere

,Kennelly-Heaviside layer
lava
liverworts
lunar month
magnetic pole
magnetic tail
magnetosphere
Marconi, Guglielmo
mare (pl. maria)
Mare Tranquilitati

e

mascon
mass
meteor
meteorite
meteoroid'
neutron
Newton, Sir Isaac
nucleus ,(of atom)
Oceanus PrOcellarum
perigee
Piccard, Auguste
plasma
proton
rille
satellite
sidereal month
solar 'wind
'sounding rockets
subatomic particle
SIDs
synodic month,
thermosplye
topography--
Van Allen, James A..
Van, Allen radiation belts
weight (cf. mass)

QUESTIONS
I. How did Marconi's invention of long-range radio lead to discovery ofthe ionosphere?

2. Why is shortwave radio favored for long-distance communicatrons today?
3. In what fashion might the earth eventually lose its atmosphere?
4. 'How are ions created in the upper atmosphere?

----5. What are the hazards of the Van Allen radiation belts for astronauts ?
6. I( the Epyth attracts the Mobil, why does the Moon not crash into theearth?

7. Explain how the lack of atmosphere has affected the Moon's topography.
8. Describe the physical properties of Moon dust. Why is a bed of Moondust not likely to be a dangerous quiCksand?
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i

9. Describe /some theories on the formation of the Mon craters 'called

maria.
.

,

10. Basically, what is Sir George Darwin's theory regarding the origin of the

Moon? What are some other theories of the Moon's origin?

TU1NGS TO 1)0

I. Construct a topographical three dimensional model of the Moon. An
excellent map of the Moon's surface can be found in The Picture History

of Astronomy by Patrick Moore, Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 1961,

and other similar sources in your school library.

Suggested materials: Large plastic, styrofoam, or othertypeof
solid ball cut in half, plaster, flour, salt, and Water paste, or other

molding material that will adhere to,the ball to ,form craters. maria,

rilles, and so on.

2. Using your model of the Moon, design and cOniruct a lunar observation

post or Moon colony based on what you have read about future uses of

the Moon for space exploration.

Suggested materials: Paste or plaster, cardboard, match boxes, balsam

wood, aluminum foil, and other construction materials.
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The ?Worlds of Outer Space
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N THIS ,FINAL CHAPTER, we explore
the worlds of interplanetary and instellar

space, d scussed briefly in Chapter 1.
Quite possibly, man, will journey, through

interplanetary space within your own life -
time. Travel beyond the solar system into
other sol ar systems has long been one of the
themes o science fiction. Modern scientists
have onl begun to develop plans for in-
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teraactir excursions. Meanwhile, man continues his centuries-old
study. of astronomy; scanning the hedvens and learning more about
the universe from ground observatories. Whether or not these
/studies pave the way for manned space travel beyond our solar
system, unlocking the secrets of the worlds in outer space helps

/ us to kngw more about our own .world.

INS mt. MI NTti 1)1 AS FIZONtniN

Man has long depended on ground-based instruments for his
knowledge of the heavens. With optical telescopes, ogether with
spectroscopes and other accessories, man, has been 2 ble to locate
heavenly badies, analyze their chemical 'content, And measure
their brilliance. Radio telescopes provide additional data on the
plallets, stars, and space surrounding them.

The Optical Telescope

The oldest, best loon, and still the most useful instrument for.
scanning the heavensl is/ the optical telescope. Galileo. is often mis-
takenly credited with, he invention of this instrument. The ac-
tual inventor was a, l!1Atchman named Hans Lippershey, who de-
veloped a simple tvo.kfns spyglass in 1608. Galileo built similar
telescopes in Italy soon afterward and used them to make im-
portant astronomical discoveries, such as the craters on the Moon,
the rings around Saturn, and the spots on the Sun. ,(Figure 29.)
Galileo's largest telescope could magnify objects about 33 times
their, apparent size /in one dimension known as 33 diameters,
33- power, or 33X. /Later, in 'I 668,, the famed

-
English astronomer',

Sir Isaac Newston, ; devised the first reflecting telescope, using la
curved mirror instead of a lens 'as its main optical element. 1

REFRACTING TELESCOPES.For another two ,centuries or more
after Newton's invention, lens-type or refracting telescopes were
superior to the mirror or reflecting type. Refracting telescopes
operate by bending or refracting rays of light passing through the
lenses. A ,point source of such as a candle or a distaot
star, radiates tight in all directions. W6n light from such ,a
source falls on an ordinari, flat window' pane, which' has,, Ito
Image- forming capability, the light covers the whole area of the
pane, passes through the, glass, and shines dimly but evenly
across several square feet on an opposite wall. If, instead of
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Figure 29. Artist's concept of the telescope constructed by Galileo. He was the
first to use a refractor telescope.

a window pane, a large curved lens is used, it bends or refracts
light rays so that they converge at a given point on the opposite
will. (The opposite wall must be precisely located a certain dis-
tance from the lens.) Thus, the rays from a candle would form
a small intensified image of the candle flame on the wall. A film
as in a camera or an eyepiece could be placed on the wall to
magnify the image for direct viewing. In a refracting telescope,
both the curve of the lens surface and the composition of the
different lens elements affect the degree to which the light rays
are bent. By the end of the eighteenth century, refracting tele-
scopes with lenses over one foot in diameter were in use. (See
Figure 30.)
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The two largest refracting telescopes ever created were built
during the last decade of the nineteenth centurythe 36-inch
telescope at the Lick Observatory in California and the 40-inch
telescope at Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin. Scientists then
realized that refracting telescopes much larger than these would
create problems because the weight of the lens would produce
image-distorting or blurred stresses inside the glass itself. Now-
adays, smaller refracting telescopes are still built for special pur-
poses, but the modern high-powered heavyweight telescopes are
the reflectidg type.

REFLECTING TELESCOPES.In a giant reflecting telescope, light
fron: a star falls across most of the area of its largest or primary

Figure 30. The refractor telescope bends or refracts rays of light that pass through
the lenses. When light passes through a lens at the top of the tub., it bends the
rays and directs them to on eyepiece at the lower end of the tube. The eyepiece is

equipped with magnifying lenses that focus and enlarge the image.
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Figure 3t. One type of reflecting telescope uses a large concave primary mirror at
the lower end of a long instrument tub*. The curve of this mirror concentrates the
light and reflects it to a point of primary focus at the top of the tube. Slightly below
the point of primary focus is a small, flat mirror which deflects beams through the
side of the instrument tube to a final point of focus called the Newtonia'n focus

(Point N). An ol:server equipped with an eyepiece views the image at Point N.

mirror. The curve of this concave mirror reflects and concen-
trates this large spread ,of light to a tiny- pointof primary focus,
located at the top of the main instrument tube. Near the primary
focus, a small, flat slanting mirror intercepts all the converging
beams from the primary mirror and directs them through a hole in
the side of the main instrument tube to a point of focus called
the Newtonian focus (Point N). Here an observer equipped with
an eyepiece or a camera can be stationed. (Figure 31.)

A much smaller concave secondary mirror, centrally located in
the tube near its head can catch reflections from the primary
mirror and beam them back, still more closely concentrated,
through a hole in the primary mirror. Behind this hole at the bot-
tom of the instrument tube is an obserVing or camera station
located at a point called the Cassegrainian focus (Point Cnamed
after N. Cassegrain, the seventeenth century French inventor of
the principles. (Figure 32.) In the still more complex Coude system
(from the French word for "bent like an elbow"), the light first
reaches the primary mirror and is then reflected into a concave
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secondary mirror, Cassegrainian fashion. Near the primary mirror,
a third flat, slanting mirror intercepts the light from the secondary
mirror and reflects its Newtonian fashion to an observing or cam-
era station at the Coude focus, located tO one side at the lower
part of the main instrument tube. (Figure 33.)

The giant primary mirror of today's leading reflecting telescopes
are made of extremely tough, rigid, heat-resistant glass. Their
weight is reduced by a honeycombed or waffled structure. Only
the reflecting surfaces have an optical function. These mirrors re-
quire years of slow, careful grinding and polishing to perfect the
curvature. The surface is then coated with ,a microscopically thin
reflecting layer of aluminuni,', which is brighter, more durable, and
less subject to tarnish than the silver previously used. The en-
tire aluminum coating of the huge 200-inch primary mirror of the
Hale telescope, located atop Mt. Palomar in California, weighs only
one ounce.

The Hale telescope (Figure 34) is currently the largest corn-

Figure 32. Another type of reflecting telescope uses a large, concave primary mirror
at the bottom of the instrument tube and a smaller, concave secondary mirror near the
top of the tube. The forge mirror reflects concentrated light to the small mirror which
further concentrates the light rays and reflects them back through a small hole in
the largo mirror. The observer is located behind this hole at the bottom of the

instrument tube. This arrangement is known as the Cassegrainian focus.
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Figure 33. still dnother typo of telescope uses the so-called Coucle focus. This type
of focus is quite similar to the Cassegrainian focus with one mojor exception. It uses ,

a third slanting mirror near the bottom of the tube to deflect light roys Newtonian
fashion through the side of the instrument tube.

pleted telescope in the world, but, in the Caucasus Mountains, the
Soviet Union is building a larger telescope with a 236-inch primary
mirror. Gne advantage of- such giant telescopes over smaller types
is not their power to magnify an image but the improved resolution
which they give. A magnified but blurry image is unsatisfactory.
Sharpness, or image resolution, is at its best when a telescope is
used at somewhat less than its full power of magnification.

The third advantage of size and power in a telescope is light
intensification, the ability to record the image of an extremely
faint and distant star. To make a long expogure of a star and main-
lain a sharp image, the telescope must be precisely aimed to follow
the star as it "swings across the sky" due to the .rotation of the
earth. With thi time-exposure method, stars too faint to be seen or
colors impossible to distinguish through the eyepiece of a telescope,
can be recorded on film.

In Chapter 1, we mentioned that the Andromeda Galaxy, about
two million light years away, looks like a nebula the size of the
Moon. The resolving power of today's giant telescopes is sufficient
to show the shapes and composition of galaxies that appear through
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smaller instruments as tiny, single stars. Telescopes also reveal
details on bodies within the solar systemthe Sun, the Moon,
the planets, and their moons. .

Telescopes cannot reveal the shapes and surface details of in-
dividual stars other than our own star, the Sun. Even the ntarest.
and brightest stars seen through the largest telescopes appear as
tiny pinpoints of light. They are, of course, much 'brighter than
other pinpoints, but they have no apparent size. Furthermore, no
planet belonging to any "solar system" other than, our own is
visible even through the most powerful optical telescopes.

Other Astronomical Instruments

Other instruments used in conjunction with optical telescopes
include spectroscopes and spectrographs, the coronagraph, and
various photographic attachments.

AUXILIARY INSTRUMENTS.Just as some telescopes are equipped
with various devices to intensify images of faint and distant stars,
others perform an opposite function for Sun-watching purposes.
These telescopes are equipped with filters to reduce the Sun's
intensity, enabling scientists to study sunspots; surface details of the

rr..,101.1.

Figure 34. 209.inch Hale telescope showing observer in prime.facus cage.
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Sun, and colors which indicate the Sun's chemical composition.
We have previously noted that the corona of the Sun can be seen.
during a total eclipse. A device called a coronagraph creates its
own artificial eclipse inside the instrument with the insertion of
an opaque disc in the Sun's light path. This disc blots out the
Sun's disc but leaves the Sun's corona visible. Other instruments
attached to telescopes, such as spectroscopes and spectrographs,
break down the light beams from individual bodies into colored
bands of the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each
star, planet, or other direct or reflecting light source has its own
"fingerprint," a unique arrangement of different colored bands and
narrow stripes which reveal the chemical content of the body being
viewed.

THE RADIO TELESCOPE.Visible light, which is corrected, focused,
viewed, and photographed by means of optical telescopes, is but
a band within a broad spectrum of electromagnetic radiations.
Any energy source, such as a star, emits radiations of both shorter
and longer wave lengths than those of visible light. Within the
spectrum of visible light, the largest emissions are red. Invisible
wave lengths longer than red are classed as infrared; they fare felt
as heat rather than seen as light. Emissions of even longer wave
lengths or lower frequencies of vibration are carriers of radio
signals.

Giant radio telescopes with dish-shaped parabolic antennas the
size of football fields receive radio emissions from the farthest
reaches of space and bring them into focus just as optical mirror
telescopes intensify star images. Radio emissions from outer space
reveal the locations of stars and distant galaxies and even indicate
electronic activity in interstellar space (a phenomenon similar to the
Van Allen radiation belts that occupy cislunar space). Radio emis-
sions produce images on radio telescope receivers and screens
and audible sounds in other receiving instruments. A radio tele-
scope located at Jodrell Bank, England, is 250 feet in diameter and
is the world's largest "steerable dish." A 1000-foot nonsteerable
dish is located in a natural amphitheater in Puerto Rico. (See Fig-
ure 35.)

THE SOLAR SVSTENI

As mentioned in chapter 1, the Sun, the planets, and smaller
bodies within the influence of the Sun's force of gravity or out-
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Figure 35. Radio telescope at Jodrell Bank, England.

put of energy constitute the solar system. The Sun has nine ma-
jor satellites, or planets. Many of these planets have their own
satellites or moons. Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter lies
a belt of numerous smaller bodies called asteroids, which travel
around the Sun in independent orbits. (See Figure 36.)

The Sun

The Sun is the mother hen of the solar system. Besides being
the center around which the planets rotate, the Sun is also the
source of almost all light, heat, and Other energy for each of the
planets. Either directly or indirectly, man derives all usable forms
of energy on the earth, except nucleat energy, from the Sun.
Although the Sun is only a medium small star compared to other
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stars in the universe, it generates tremendous energy. On its
surface, for example, the Sun has a temperature of about
11,000° F., but, internally, it has an estimated temperature of
20,000,000° fahrenheit. ,During every second of elapsed time, thistu'
giant nuclear energy machine converts some four million-tons of its
matter into radiant energy and expels it into space. Fortunately, for
inhabitants of the earth, only one-billionth of this energy reaches
the earth. In other words, the Sun in one second of time produces
enough energy from nuclear fusion to supply man's Aresent.power
needs for, over a billion years, and scientists believe that the Sun
will- continue this output for billions of years in the future.

Although the Sun is the only star in the universe near enough
to study and is relatively insignificant in comparison with other
stars, it has a diameter of about 864,000 miles. By comparison, the
diameter of the earth is less than 8,00 miles, and the &meter of
Jupiter, the largest planet. is less than 90,000 ,miles. Most of the .

other stars in the universe are much larger and hotter than the Sun.
The Sun's mass is more than 300,000 times greater than that of thc
earth and represents 99.86 percent cf the mass of the entire
solar system. From its core to its surface, the body of the Sun
consists of about 95 percent hydrogen or helium gases.

One of the most striking things about the Sun is its steadiness as
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a source of heat. The energy of many stars in the universe fluctu-
ates I quite wildly; the Sun's ,energy does not. Although scientists
haves not determined exactly what its total energy variations are,
they know definitely that they are less than one.:half of one percent
from day to day, or from one year to the next. This steadiness is a

good thing' for man because even small variations in thel Sun's
energy would make conditions on earth variable. and much more
difficult for human habitation. Man in space, however, will not
be so fortunate in his relationship with the Sun. In addition to'
the constant heat output, the area above_the earth's protective
atmosphere contains, extremely short wave lengths in the 'spectrum

and varying levels oflpenetrating, damaging radiation. According

to s6entists, these vjolently changing radiations appear to have
some connection with periodic changes in some of the visible fea-

tures of the Sun.
When viewed with a small telescope, the surface of the Sun

appears at first glance to be a luminous disk, of smoothly vary-
ing brightness, a little more brilliant at the center than at the edges.

This luminous disk, called the photosphere, is the layer of., the

Sun made up of gases and is the apparent surface of the Sun.
This is the point where the Sun's atmosphere begins. Below this
level, just' a few miles down into the Sun, the gases change,
frond transparent to opaque gases for all wave lengths of visible

light. A closer look at the transparent surface of the Sun. reveal
much more complex structure than is at first apparent. The most
noticeable features are the large sunspot groups that dot the surface.
Since 1750, the length of sunspot cycles has averaged about 11.4
years. In some years, sunspots have been extremely rare and, even
when present, they have been small. At other times, the photo-
sphere has frequently been covered with more than a hundred
spots of all, sizes and generally gathered in great clusters in the
major sunspot region. On 25 December 1957, astronomers re-
corded the greatest number of sunspots of any date since ob-
servations were .started during the time of Galileo. This peak of

average solar activity in .1957 was reached during the International
Geophysical Year and was the highest since 1778.

Sunspots vary from day to day and also drift from east to west
as the Sun rotates on its axis. At its equator, the Sun rotates in
about 26 days. Rotation appears to take longer at the poles. How

much longer the rotation takes is difficult for astronomers to de-
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termine because they base their observations on sunspots and these
spots rarely appear above 40 degrees latitude.

'Large individual sunspots are .considerably cooler than the sur-
rounding surface_ of the Sun. They also .have enormously somplex
structures. For descriptiw,purposes, the dark cent*
called the ,Umbra and the gray a' surroundin
called Penumbra. Astronomers sa' that the princi
physical nature of, sunspots ally be found in the magnetic fields
which. surround them. Students of astronomy know for example
that sunspots show very complex magnetic fields which vary con-
giderably in their magnetic properties. Some of these fields are,
large, .some small, some positively; oriented, and Others .negativelA
'oriented. (See Figure ,37.)

r of a sunspot
the Umbra is

ue to the

4

Probably the most violent and abrupt r activity 'Is he solar
flar6, fiequently appears lb t Tlts tares
appear as intense brightenings at or near the surfacevrof the un.
rise to mifximum brightness. in periods as shortas one alf
minute, and then slowly decline. The decline can tke.s.t.ip to a few

Figure 37. Sunspots with associated 'flans giving off energized particles that bombard
the earth's atmosphere.
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hours. These.-flares often produce/violent changes in radio, ultra-
violet, X-ray, and particle emission from the Sun and constitute a
possible danger to the astronaut who .does not

0
have the erth's at-

mosiiheric protection. These are the sudden ionospheric disturb-
sin. ces (SIDS) mentioned in Chapter 4. Even in the earth's at-

. mosphere, these flares often prodtice interference with radar and
ordinary radio transmission and sucIden. fade-outs of long distance,
short-wave radio co miinication during the displays of the aurora
borealis and aurora ustralis. At the height of solar flare activity,
scientists have note obyious changes in the direction and strength
of the earth's magnetic field.

Directly .above the solar photosphere is' the area called' the
chromosphere..The chromosphere is a layer of reddish-colored in-
candescent gases visible only during total eclipses. Although scien-
tists know that the temperature of the Sun's photosphere decreases
with increasing altitude, they do not readily agree on the intensity
of temperatures in the chromosphere. Since the height of the Sun's

.
chromoiphere is only 9,000 miles at the most, scientists find it

. difficult to make reliable observations. For this reason, space
scientists travel to regions of total eclies on the earth to study the
chromosphere and avoid . the scattering. effect which the Sun's
photospheric light has on the detail. Scientists say that this layer of
the Sun's atmosphere is enormously important, particularly to fu-
ture space travelers, for it is here that a large part of the dangerous
solar radiation begins.

Still another layer of the Sun is called the corona. Scientists
formerly had to obtain pictures of the corona during a total eclipse.
Now, however>ey have cameras equipped with special devices
which permit them to study this area of thtr. Th° corona is
virtually a circle of light, or halo, around the Sun. Solar experts
generally agree that the corona starts just above the chromosphere
and extends many miles into splice. Some scientists maintain thatIN
some of the streams of gas noticed in the corona extend as far as
the earth. It is also possible that . temperatures as high, as
4,500,000 Kelvin* exist in the coronal gaset. The stream of parti-
cles which make up this coronal flow of gases is sometimes called
the solar wind which contains numerous protons and electrons

*The Kelvin scale is sometimes called t eA galetemperature ale because O'K is absolute
zero (temperature at which there Is an abs nee of molecular motion) On the Centigrade (Cellus)
scale. absolute zero Is 273 16 degrees. us in order tb convert Kelvin Ogress to Centigrade^.
273.16 degrees must he subtracted from he Kelvin temperature Fur example. 373,16.K Is equal
to 100C. t

100
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Figure 38. Solar eclipse of 7 March 1970, taken at Mishuatlan, Mexico. Ine Moon
totally blocked out the Sun for three and onehalf minutes.

io.
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speeding through space at .about 800 miles per, second. During

increased Sun activity, the number of protons and electrons in-

creases. Also, there is a corresponding increase in their energies.
Scientists link these clouds of activity, which are observable from

the earth and from satellites and space probes, with some of the
Sun's outbursts and the accompanying disturbances in radio com-
munications.

The Inner Planets

The four planets nearest the Sun are Mercury, Venus, Earth,
and Mars. Mars and Venus flank the earth on either side and have
the most immediate interest for planetary space research. They
are also the planets likely to be targets for planetary probes for a
great many years to come, and they are the ones most likely to
be visited by man. A two-in-one probe of Venus and Mercury
is scheduled for 1973. The Mariner will need to be heat-resistant
because it will approach close to the Sun.

Mercury. At a distance of 36 million miles from the sun, Mercury

is the planet closest to the Sun, and the smallest of the principal
planets of the solar system. Since Mercury is relatively close to

the Sim and always appears somewhere near the Sun in the sky,
scientists find it very difficult to observe. Consequently, they have

less accurate knowledge about it than they have of the other
plahits.

This planet is never visible to the naked eye except when it
appears either low in the west after sunset or low in the east be-
fore sunrise. When it is seen above the eastern or western horizon,

it is probably the only planet that twinkles because it is shining

through a -thick unsteady.layer of the earth's atmosphere. Since it

reach.ls its highest point during the daylight hours and always

hovers near the Sun, it is very difficult to obtain much information

about it. However, ment studies by astronomers have yielded

some significant facts about this planet through the use of spectro-
graphs, microwave, and infrared radiation* detection equipment.

With a dimaeter of 3,025 miles, :t is more' than half again as
large as the Moon. It is closer to the Sun than any other planet,

with an average distance of 36 million miles, and, therefore, it

can complete one revolution around the Sun in less time than any
of the other planets. Thus, one Mercury year is fairly short,

Microwave and infrared radiations are part of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Figure 5)
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approximately 88 days. Since Mercury rotates on its axis only once
every 59 days, the length of the Mercury day is quite long as
compared to the earth's day. This new information about the length
of its day, gained from radar observations, contrasts with the old
idea that it always had one face towards the Sun. Evidence
gathered from shadow effects on Mercury, between the quarter and
full phases, tends to show that its surface is about as mountainous
and rocky as the Moon's surface. Also, experienced observers have
seen dark blotches which resemble very closely the lunar seas
(Maria).

These studies also have implied the presence of a thin,.atmos-
pheric layer of hydrogen. The proposed explanation for the 'Tack of
gases other than the low molecular' weight hydrogen consists of two
ideas. The first and earlier idea about Mercury's atmosphere is that,
since it is very close to the Sun, most of the lighter (low molecular
weight) gases have "boiled off" due to the high temperature
(600-700°P., of the 'side facing the Sun. The second is that heavier
gases, such as argon, carbon dioxide, and others that are produced
by radioactive decay in the planet, may still be left in the atmo-
sphere. In 1963, Kozyrev, a Russian astronomer, made spectro-
graphic studies during a solar eclipse. These studies indicated that
hydrogen may be a major component of Mercury's atmosphere.
His theory is that hydrogen lost by escape from the planet is
continuously replaced by gas captured from the solar winds. An-
other interesting idea to emerge from recent studies is that the
side of Mercury away from the Sun at any given moment has a
temperature that is not as low as had been previously predicted.
Radar observations made with a large dish-shaped antenna in
New South Wales, Australia, indicate that this temperature is
somewhere in the range of 30-60°F. This- temperature reading
also lends some support to the idea of a thin atmosphere around
Mercury which conducts heat from one side of the planet to the
other.

Venus. Like Mercury, Venus also appears as the morning and
the evening "star" during the spring and fall seasons of the year.
As Venus swings through its orbital path around. the Sun, it ap-
proaches closer to the earth that, any other planet and, at its
closest point, comes within 26 million miles. Strangely enough,
however, astronomers know less about this planet perhaps than any
of the other planets primarily because Venus remains hidden be-
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hind a very dense atmosphere and a heavy cloud cover. This cloud

layer,. which is a pale lemon yellow color, has for centuries per-
plexed astronomers who could only speculate as to its composition.

Probably the most popular notion was that, because of its high

reflectivity, this cloud cover must consist primarily of water, either

in droplets or ice crystals. At one time, it was proposed that the
entire planet was covered with water, but its high surface tempera-

ture cancels this idea. At any rate, Venus is the brightest of all
the planets, J2 times as bright as Sirius, the brightest star,, and
receives about twice the light and heat energy from the Sun, as

does the earth.
. Man's first opportunity to obtain information direct from the

vicinity of Venus came on 14 December 1962, when the United
States spacecraft Mariner 2 passed within about 21,600 miles of
the planet. Aboard the vehicle were instruments to measure surface

and atmospheric, temperatures, the strength of the planet's mag-
netic field, and the nature of its radiation belts. From this historic

flight of the first man-made spacecraft in the vicinity of Venus,
men learned that very little cosmic dust existed during the mission

in the space which separates Venus and earth and that the density

of dust in deep space was about 10,000 times less than the amount

of dust encountered in near-earth orbits. As Mariner 2 drew
closer to Venus, the spacecraft's magnetic measurements changed

only slightly, indicating that Venus, unlike the earth, has no strong

magnetic field.
The Mariner also revealed some interesting information about

the surface of Venus. For example, if it were prissible for an in-
habitant of the earth to stand on the surface of Venus, he would

probably see the Sun rise in the west and set in the east because
Venus rotates in a direction opposite to that in which the earth
rotates. Overhead he _might see clouds about 15 miles thick hover-
ing above the surface through which a small amount of reddish-
colored sunlight would pass. The surface of the ,planet is most
likely a searing hot desert. Since the temperature on both the
dark and sunlit sides of the planet registered between 600° and
800° F., it is hardly possible that any form of life familiar to earth

inhabitants can exist.
More recent probes confirmed the findings of Mariner 2 and

supplied- additional data concerning Venus. Mariner 5, which
reached Venus about the same time as Soviet Venera 4 (Venus 4),
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also recorded excessively high temperatures, this time above
900° F. Data telemetered by the American and Soviet probes
were generally in agreement. Data from both probes indicated
that carbon dioxide is the principal gas in the Venusian atmosphere
and that some water vapor is present. Both probes also gave
evidence of a corona, or circle, of hydrogen gas around the
planet. Neither probe found evidence of radiation belts like the
Van Allen belts surrounding the earth.

There were some differences between the American and Soviet
data. The Mariner 5 indicated slight magnetic activity; the Venera 4
did not. The slight magnetic activity reported by the American
probe might be evidence of an extremely weak magnetic field
surrounding the planet, or it might simply be the result of the
interaction of the solar Rind with the Venusian atmosphere. Read-
ings from Mariner 5 also g:ve evidence that the atmosphere of
Veras is 75 to 100 times as dense as that of the earth, but
readings from Venera 4 indicated that it is only about 20 times
as dense. Later Soviet figures, based on calculations from data sup-
plied by Venera 7, confirmed the earlier American findings about
the much denser atmosphere.

The Venera 7, which parachuted through the Venusian at-
mosphere, ejected a capsule that made a soft landing on the planet
and transmitted data about temperature. This probe recorded tem-
peratures as high as 1,000° -F. The Soviet Venera 7 was preceded-
by Venera 4, 5, and 6, which telemetered data only while passing
through the atmosphere.

The American Venus-Mercury probe in 1973 will fly by Venus
on its way to Mercury. It will carry a television camera -with a
special lens for penetrating the dense cloud cover of Venus. If the
camera operates successfully, it may give astronomers their first
view of the. Venusian surface.

Mars. Next beyond earth in order of distance from the Sun,
Mars moves in its orbit once in 687 days at an average distance
from the Sun of about 142 million miles. It rotates on its axis
once every 24 hours 37 minutes and has a ,diameter of 4,200
miles, about half that of the earth. It has an atmospheric pressure
at its surface only one hundredth (1 percent) that of the earth
and surface temperatures which range from a daytime 85° F.
to a nighttime 100° F. at the equator. The average temperature,
however, is 40° F. compared with 60° F. for the earth.

1 10
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Strangely enough, Mars rotates on its axis at approximately the
same rate as the earth and, also like the earth, it is inclined on
its axis about 25° .in relation to the Sun. Because of this inclina-

tion, the Martian poles turn alternately to the Sun and cause this
planet to have seasons about twice as long as the earth's seasons.

At its closest point to the earth, Mars is about 35 million
miles away, but, as it moves in its orbit around the it reaches

a maximum distance of about 210 million miles. It makes its
closest. approach in late summer and, with its bright r.d color,
becomes the most brilliant object in the sky, with the possible
exception of Venus.

Astronomers have observed and mapped Mars for more than
275 years because its thin atmosphere permits viewers to study its

surface features. Early observers speculated that some form of in-
telligent life existed on Mars and even offered evidence to support

their viewpoints. In 1877, for example, the Italian astronomer
Giovanni Schiaparelli reported (lark-line markings on the planet
that he called canili. Canali was translated as canals in English,

and other astronomers interpreted these markings to be a net-
work of canals that had been constructed by intelligent human
beings. Later astronomers discarded this idea because of evidence
that Mars has too little free oxygen in its atmosphere to support

human life as it is known on the earth. Although human beings

could not survive on Mars without some means of making eXten-

sive changes in the environment, scientists believe that a self-

sustaining colony could be established there.
As astronomers continued their studies of Mars, they observed

what they believe to be seasonal changes. They have noted, for
example, that white ice or frost caps alternately grow and decline

in size around the Martian poles- as the seasons change. Since the

caps melt very rapidly, they are probably only an inch to several
inches in thickness. One of the questions that probes are now ex-
pected to answer is whether the ice caps are formed of water ice

or frozen carbon dioxide. Scientists have also noticed that, as the
seasons change and the ice cap thaws, the region around it and
toward the equator darkens, giving support to the idea that these
dark areas support the growth of some sort of vegetation.

Successful American probes of Mars began with Mariner 5, which

reached the vicinity of the planet on 14 July 1963 and began taking
television pictures. The spacecraft took 21 pictures at distances
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varying from 10,000 to 7,000 miles from the planet. Astronomers
were surprised when the photographs revealed a surface more like
that of tin Moon than the earth. The pictures, which covered
only about 1 percent of the surface of the planet, showed both
craters (Fig. 39) and desert areas.

To obtain coverage of a larger part of Mars, as well as addi-
tional data, Mariner 6 and 7 were launched as a .pair of probeS to
fly by the planet in July 1969. One probe moved across the equa-
tor of Mars, and the other passed over the south polar cap. Some
of the pictures were of high resolution and were made as close
as 2,130 miles from the surface. The pictures probably cover all
surface features to be found on Mars. They revealed two new kinds
of areas: featureless deserts and chaotic areas. The featureless
deserts contain no craters or any kind of surface markings. The

figure 39. A computerenhanced photograph of Mars taken by Mariner IV showing
details of the Martian craters.
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chaotic, or jumbled areas, consist of ridges and valleys with a few

craters. They resemble areas in Alaska where the ground" has caved

in because of recent earthquakes. The chaotic areas shown in

pictures on Mars cover an area about the size of Texas. Most
of the crater walls shown in the pictures appear worn down from

erosion over millions of years, but there are also some bowl-
shaped craters similar to those on the Moon. The more complete

coverage provided by these pictures showed that the Martian sur-

face has its own distinct characteristics and that it resembles

the surface of neither the earth nor the Moon.
The Mariner 6 and 7 probes revealed no water on Mars or

evidence that oceans once existed. Samplings of the atmosphere at

the south polar cap showed the presence of carbon dioxide, water

ice, fog, water vapor, and some carbon monoxide. They also con-

firmed that the Martian atmosphere consists largely of carbon di-
oxide. Although the Mariner 6 and 7 probes revealed no free
oxygen or nitrogen, gases that support life on the earth, small
amounts of these gases may be present.

Mariner 9, the world's first planetary orbiter, reached the vicinity

of Mars in November 1971 and orbited the planet to take sic-
_

tures of the entire surface for mapping. About the time that Mari-

ner 9 began orbiting the planet, two Soviet probeS (Mars 2 and 3)
ejected capsules onto the surface of Mars. Radio transmitters in

the capsules are telemetering data about the surface of the planet.
When scientists compile and interpret the data from the three most
recent probes, they may find some answers to their questions about

_
seasonal changes or life on Mars.

,

The United States has scheduled a new kind of planetary probe,

a combined orbiter and soft-lander called the Viking, to be
launched toward Mars sometime around 1975. The spacecraft is
specially designed to collect and telemeter data concerning life on

the planet. As probes toward Mars have continued; they have re-

ported conditions much more hostile to fife as it is known on the
earth than was previously believed, but many scientists still believe

that some kind of life will be found on Mars.

Asteroids

Within the vast 342,200,000-mile gap between the orbits of Jup-

iter and Mars, a distance of about 4 times that of the earth's aver-

age distance from the Sun, are found the minor planets, the aster-
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olds. One of the traditional stories of astronomy relates to the
accidental discovery of the asteroid belt. During the latter part of
the eighteenth century, the German astronomer Johann Elert Bode
set out to find what he thought should be another planet between
the orbit of .Jupiter and Mars. Using a series of numbers that later
became known as Bode's Law, this scientist devised a means of
determining the distance of planets from the Sun and for dis-
covering new planets. With the support of some of his colleagues,
Bode invited other astronomers to make a systeatatic search for the
missing planet. Consequently, in 1801, while scantling the skies at
the distance established by Bode's formula, an Italian astronomer,
Giuseppi Piazzi, discovered Ceres, the largest of the minor planets
and the first known asteroid;

Since 1801, astronomers have detected as many as 30,000 as-
teroids, most of them quite insignificant, orbiting the Sun. These
bodies range in diameter from a fraction of a mile to several
hundred miles, with a majority of them having diameters less than
50 miles. Only one of them, Vesta, is bright enough to be seen
with the unaided eye. The total mass of all 30,000 asteroids adds
up to the mass of the missing planet that should be located be-
tween. Mars and Jupiter, according to Bode's Law.

Many of the asteroids have irregualr forms and orbits, as shown
by their variations in brightness during their rotations. This suggests
that some smaller asteroids may be fragments of larger ones and the
larger ones may have been chipped by collisions. One example is
giros, "i'vhich is shaped like a brick and turns first a broad side
and then a small end toward the earth, causing variations between
brightness and faintness. Asteroids also stray occasionally. Some
scientists believe that two satellites which orbit Mars and some of
Jupiter's moons are errant asteroids captured by the magnetic
fields of these planets. Many asteroids come within a few million
miles of the earth and even collide with the earth in the form of
meteorites.

The Outer Planets

The first four outer planets, Jupiter,. Saturn, Uranus, and Nep-
tune, are the giants of the solar system. These planets are massive
bodies with extremely low density and large diameters and rotate
very rapidly as they orbit the Sun. Evidence obtained by spec-
troscopes shows that these 'planets have a kind of "rock-ii)-a-
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snowball" construction, consisting of small, dense, rocky cores
surrounded by thick shells of ice and covered by compressed
hydrogen and helium.

Beyond the four giant planets is Pluto, which is more like the
earth in size and density than the giant planets.

Although it is doubtful that life in any form now exists on any

of the five outer planets, scientists are interested nevertheless

in sending preliminary probes to each of these planets. They be-
lieve that such probes may provide some clues to the presence
of life on the earth. Furthermore, probes of all the planets should
provide a, better understanding of the entire solar system.

Jupiter. Although temperatures on Jupiter's cloud tops were re-
ported as low as 230' F., measurements of infrared radiation ofi

the planet showed that, even with its frigid temperatures, Jupiter

still radiates about 2.5 times as much heat as it receives from the
sun. In view of this finding and others, some scientists believe
that Jupiter may be a dying star rather than a planet. Interest

in this theory and in the highly charged magnetic fields surround.:

ing the planet have led scientists to recommend probes of this

planet. The United States has scheduled single Pioneer probes in

1972 and 1973 to investigate the region around Jupiter.
Jupiter has the distinction of being the largest planet. With a

diameter of 88,700 miles, it is more than 10 times the size of the
earth and is over five times as far from the Sun as the earth is.

Its mass is 318 times as great as the earth's mass, representing

70 percent of the combined mass of all the planets. In the night
sky, Jupiter regularly outshines all the planets except Venus al-
though, on occasion, Mars appears brighter. Jupiter is an average
distance of about 483 million miles from the Sun and, when it
is nearest to the earth, is still 367 million miles awayfour times
as far as the earth is from the Sun. Jupiter's atmosphere is about
8,000 miles thick and is composed of methane (marsh)'gas, am-
monia, frozen crystals of ammonia, and free hydrogen. Addi-
tionally, a very thick layer of ice estimated to be 17,000 miles
thick covers Jupiter's surface. Through a large telescope, Jupiter
reveals a variety of color and changing detail with a standard
pattern of brown bands on a yellow background paralleling" its

equator. The bands are broken with irregular cloud markings and
spots, some of which change so rapidly that astronomers never
know what the face of Jupiter might reveal from one day to the
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next. One of the more permanent features, however, is a large
spot, brick-red in color, known as the "Great Red Spot," which
has been observed for more than 200 years. This spot is about
30,000 miles long and drifts about in the near-liquid lower atmos-
phere as if it were a solid (Figure 40).

It is believed that Jupiter's brown bands have some connection
with the planet's extremely rapid rotation. Despite its gigantic size,
Jupiter literally whirls on its axis once in every 93/4 hours. This
means that it has a speed of rotation at its equator in excess of
25,000 miles per hour. Scientists say that, in a gaseous' body, such
as Jupiter, some sort of streaking or banding in line with the equa-
tor as a result of such speed would be expected. Oddly enough, the
various regions of Jupiter rotate at different speeds, and the region
around the equator appears to move more rapidly than the other
regions. Various spots and markings, which appear at different
points on the planet, shift and move about in rotations of their own
as the planet itself rotates. This condition is attributed to the fact
that Jupiter is composed primarily of gases which appear to shift
about as the planet moves at terrific speeds. Although Jupiter spins
on its axis like a dervish, it still requires almost 12 years to com-
plete its orbit of the Sun.

Jupiter has 12 known satellites compared to one for the earth
and, on the basis of recent findings, probably has a faint ring en-
circling it. Astronomers and astronauts alike are quite interested
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Figure 40. Diagram of Jupiter, sho*ing the "Groat Red Spot" and the bands.
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in these satellites, or moons, particularly those of giant planets be-
cause they may provide initial landing points to begin observations
before planetary landings are attempted. Since all the giant planets
offer extremely hostile environments for human beings, these satel-
lites should be at least as hospitable as the parent planets. Two
of Jupiter's moons are about as large as the earth's moon, while
two others are equal in size to Mercury and believed to be covered
with snow. A fifth moon has the distinction of being the fastest
of all satellites, and four others have a retrogilide motion, i.e.,

they revolve from east to west instead of moving counterclockwise
like the other eight.

Saturn. With an average distance of about 886 millibn miles
from the Sun, Saturn's orbit lies almost twice the distance from the
Sun as does that Qf Jupiter. Although Saturn is second in size to
Jupiter, it could still contain 734 bodies the size of the earth.
This planet revolves around the Sun once in 291/2 years and ro-
tates on its axis every 101/2 hours. With a diameter of 75,000 miles.
Saturn is the second largest planet and, except for its rings, re-
sembles Jupiter in a number of ways. For one thing, it has an
atmosphere composed mostly of hydrogen and helium with some
methap (marsh gas)' and ammonia. The surface is covered with a
thick layer of ice over a rocky core. The proportion of methane
to ammonia, however, is greater in Saturn's atmosphere than it is in
Yupifer's atmosphere, and Saturn's maximum temperature of

243° F. is more frigid than that of Jupiter. Like Jupiter, Saturn
is quite colorful, with atmospheric markings arranged in bands
and greenish caps surrounding its poles.

Saturn has a total of 10 satellites or moons. Its largest satellite

is called Ttian, which is the only satellite in the solar system defi-

nitey known to have an atmosphere. Wi,h a diameter of 3,550

miles, Titan is also the largest satellite in the solar system. With

the exception of one, the remaining satellites have diameters rang-

ing from 300 to 1,600 ,Miles and move in direct revolutions

around the planet. The outermost satellite, called Phoebe, is a mid-

get only 150 miles across, but it is, over 8 million miles from its
parent planet. Like four of Jupiter's moons, Phoebe follows a retro-

grade revolution.
Probably the most distinguishing feature of Saturn is its rings.

which were never seen before the invention of the telescope, since

they cannot he seen with the naked eye. This system of three rings.
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unique among the planets, is located at the eqvator. The total
width of the band is about 41,500 miles, but it is only about 10
miles thick. The outer ring is about 10,000 miles Wide and is
separated from the middle or bright ring .by the piVision,
which is about 3,000 miles wide. The middle ring is 16,000
miles wide. The inner ring, which astronomers call the crape `ring
is .12,000 miles wide and runs continually with the middle ring \
(Figure 41). Although scientists are not at all sure what these

,rings are made of, the fact that stars can be seen passing behind
them led to the theory that they consist of millions of tiny particlei
made of ice or at least covered with an icy material.

Uranus. Barely visible without a telescope, Uranus is 29,600
miles in diameter, or more than 31/2 times the size 'of the earth. kt

x.

It rotates on its axis in 10 hours 50 minutes, and, at a distance of
about 1,783 millipn miles from the Sun, it takes 84 years to orbit
the Sun. Uranus has a maximum temperature of 300° F.
Although both Uranus and Neptune appear to have about the
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Figure 41. Comparison of the planets Jupiter and Saturn.
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same structure as Jupiter and Saturn, astronomers find it difficult

to make out ,surface details because they are so far away.
Uranus is unusual because its equator is inclined almost at right

angles to the plane of the ecliptic;4, in other words, the tilt of
its axis lies almost in the plane of its orbit. Uranus has five known

satellites, which revolve in the dire0on of the planet's rotation.
Neptune. Although Neptune cannot be seen with the naked

eye, it always appears through the telescope as a small greenish

disk upon which a few faint markings may be seen:'Neptune is
about 2,793 million miles from the Sun and has a diameter of
about 24,600. miles. Although Neptune is often regarded as the
twin of Uranus, its rotation period of 16 hours is longer and its sur-
face temperature of 330° F. is 30°, F. lower. Neptune is 30 tithes

as far away from the Sun as is the earth, and, at this distance;
the heat and light that it receives is only 1/90 of that received by

the earth. This planet takes almost 165 years to complete its Orbit

of the Sun. It has two known satellites. The larger satellite, Triton,

is larger than the Moon and is closer to its planet than the Moon is
to the earth. This satellite may have an atmosphere.

Pluto. Pluto is the outermost planet in the solar .system. It is

a very small planet with a mass less than one-tenth that of the earth
At an average distance of 3,666 million miles from the Sun, Pluto
rotates once every 64 days and reqtiires about 248 years to orkit
the Sun. Since Pluto's distance from the Sun is almost a billicin

miles greater than that of Neptune, the fact that this planet is
eternally dark and frigidly cold should not be surprising. Astro-
nomers believe that Pluto has a gritty snow-cOvered surface and
an atmosphere much thinner than 'that of the earth.

THE WORLD OF INTERSTELLAR AND INTERGALACTIC SPACE

In chapter 1, we took the measure of ,the Milky Way Galaxy

and described it as a flat, pancake-shaped formation of stars
about 100,000 light years in diameter and 3,000 light years in thick-

ness. Actually, it might be viewed as a giant whirling cartwheel

composed of something like '100 billion stars. Millions of stars spin

around the hub of the wheel, and great spiral arms containing
billions of other stars, clouds of dust, and gases swirl like pin-
wheels away from the hub. So vast is this wheel that light speed-
ing at the rate of 670 million miles per hour requires 100,000

years to travel from rim to rim.
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Figure 42. Stars of the universe, the Milky Way Galaxy, and our solar system. The
diagonal linos point tofre approximate location kf our solar system on the Milky Way.

Occupying only a tiny spot in the gajaxy is our solar system
controlled by the Sun, which, in co rdig On with millions of other
stars, is only an average star/in , ize and brightness. The solar
system is roughly seven billion miles in diameter. To understand
the size of the solar- system in compatisop with tke. Milky Way
Galaxy, we can draw an imaginary circleo approximately 20
miles in diametg7o representthe galaxy. Then we can imagine
a, small dot made with a ballpoint pen about seven miles from
the center of this circle. This would be the scale necessary to com-
pare the size of our 'solar stem with the sip of the galaxy of
which it is a part. (Figure 2.)

,,,

' Interstellar Measurements

Only in recent decadd have scientists discovered what the stars
are and how they are arranged in space. In the process, they had
to find ways or computing the di4tances and movements .of the stars.
As we learned earlier, one of the most direct ways nf determining
a star's distance is to measure its parallax, that is, tht, extent of
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its annual shift in position against the background of more distant
stars. However, this method is effective to a limit of only 400
light years. Therefore, other means are necessary to estimate longer
interstellar distances.

CEPHEID VARIABLES. Prior to the use of parallax measurements,
astronomers believed that a star's brightness (magnitude) deter-
mined its distance from the earth. They based their belief on the
Assumption that all stars burned with the same energy output
or absolute magnitude. Thus, by measuring the visible brightness
or dimness (apparent magnitude), they could conclude simply that
the degree of a star's dimness or brightness determined its dis-
tance. More recently, however, astronomers discovered that stars
vary greatly in total energy output or absolute magnitude. There.%
fore, their apparent magnitude is no accurate measure of their dis-
tance from the earth. For example, Sirius ,and_Canopus are the
two brightest stars in the sky. Sirius appears twice as bright as
Canopus, but their par211axes show that Canopus is 100 light
years away from the earth, while Sirius is only 8.7 light years
away. This means that Canopus burns at a magnitude 65 times as
bright as Sirius.

Although magnitude does not determine the distance of all

stars, astronomers found that certain classes of stars do reveal their
distance according to the magnitude formula. One such class is

the Cepheid variable, which ranges between 10 and 100 times
the Sun's brightness. Cepheid variables are fluctuating stars that
grow alternately brighter and dimmer in cycles ranging from a
day to, more than a month. Cepheid variables with a low absolute
magnitude fluctuate in shorter cycles than Cepheid variables with
a high absolute magnitude. Once they determine the fluctuation
period Of a given Cepheid variable, modern astronomers can
calculate its absolute magnitude with 90 percent accuracy. Then,
by comparing its absolute magnitude with its visible brightness
or apparent magnitude, they can work out an accurate measure
of its distance. This is extremely accurate whether the Cepheid
is located on the farther rim of the Milky Way 650 light years
away or over two million light years away in the Andromeda

PROPER MOTIONS.Stellar velocities provide additional means
for verifying stellar distances. Astronomers knew that stars move
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about in the sky long before learned that stars circle the
center of a galaxy. Stars near the earth appear to move rapidly
like low-flying aircraft, and stars in deep space, like high-flying
aircraft; appear to creep through the heavens. To verify the dis-
tances of stars, astronomers measure the movements of stars in
relation to the Sun and 'then subtract movements caused by
changes in the earth's orbit through space. Proper motions are the
simple movements of stars across space, measured by shifts in the
positions of stars in 'relation to other he.avenly bodies. Proper mo-
tions of stars near the earth can be established in a relatively
short period of observation, but distant stars may require centuries.

THE DOPPLER SHIFT. Astronomers can also measure the move-
ment of stars in terms of their speed directly toward or away from
the earth. Changes in the color of stars indicate the direction of
star movement. Shifts along the color spectrum toward blue indi-
cate 'ilie speed of star movement toward the earth, and shifts
toward red indicate movement away from the earth. This shift
is known as the "Doppler effect," which acts similarly with sound
waves--increasing sound indicates movement toward a listener,
and decreasing sound, movement away ..from a listener; such as
the sound of a horn or whistle on a passing train. With measure-
ments provided by studies of spectral hues, Cepheids and other
classes of variable stars, and the calcium atoms of stars, modern
scientists have a picture of a breathtaking universe in which our
Sun and Earth are only two of 100 billion other orbiting bodies.

Galaxy Formation and Characteristics

If it were possible to view the Milky Way Galaxy from a star
in another galaxy, we would see a flat, circular sta. system ex-
tending over a vast area in space. The circle would appear thicker
in its central region where huge red stars are densely packed and
shrouded in clouds of dust. Individual stars would be barely
recognizable because of their combined output of energy. Revolv-
ing around the hub or central region would be a disc of stars
with a diameter about 100,000 light years, a difficult-to-understand
600 million billion miles. Radiating from the center of the disc
would be vast, curved arms of dust, gas, and giant stars which
spiral outward like the sparks of a whirling pinwheel. We would
see the Sun, 100,000 times dimmer than its brightest neighbo,
about 30,000 light years from the center. This entire vast system
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rotates urder the same laws that govern our relatively small solar

system.
GALAXY STRUCTURE. --A side view of the Milky Way shows two

principal populations of stars. A majority of the stars are confined

to a flat, disc-like formation in the galactic plane, which forms
the outer envelope of the Milky Way. In addition to multitudes

of stars, this outer region contains quantities of dust and gases,
which obscure our view of much of the inner star system of the
Milky Way. &also provides the great sprial arms of which our

solar system is a- part. The Sun and all the other stars in these
spiral arms follow orbits around the galactic center and form

a "Population I" class of stars. The -great mass of stars at the
galatic nucleus constitute "Population II" stars,

This means that the world of interplanetary space is a flat
"Population I" type of arrangement. The laws of celestial me-
chanics keep all planets, moons, and asteroids whirling in orbit
about the Sun. For some not fully understood reason, they

orbit near the "plane of the ecliptic." This plane is defined as the
plane containing the orbit of the earth. Only comets, moving off
to the north and south of the plane of the ecliptic, constitute a
"Population II" of our solar system. In much the same manner
that our "Population I" planets, moons, and asteroids moved out-
ward from the Sun to form the solar system, the Milky Way
Galaxy developed according to a balance of centrifugal and

gravitational forces, expanding outward from its hub. The same
process can be observed in other galaxies as indicated by their
pinwheel or spiral appearance. Figure 43 shows in simple form
the significant features of star orbits in a galaxy.

NEBULAE AND NOVAE.As we have already noted, the Milky
Way system includes countless varieties of stars and giant clouds

of dust or gas. Astronomers refer to these huge cloud as nebulae.
Some of these gaseous spheres glow brightly from the ultraviolet

rays emitted by stars. Others, like the giant Horsehead Nebula
in the constellation of Orion, appear as dark shadows because

they intercept light rays traveling toward the earth from stars
behind them. Astronomers believe that most nebulae are the re-
mains of unstable stars, which, at one time, emitted huge clouds

of gas and then finally disintegrated in mammoth explosions.
For example, an exploding star some 50,000 years ago prob-

ably created the Veil Nebula, a star-studded sphere of red, white,
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1.Orbits of stars classified as Population I stars.

ti

2. An oblique view of Population I star orbits in outer arms of spiral galaxies.

3: Side view of a Population II star system.

Figure 43.
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and blue gases in Cygnus the Swan. This nebula is a huge
sphere about 300 trillion miles in diameter, still traveling outward

in space at the rate of 300,000, miles per hour. As it moves
through space, it gives off blue light in the presence of oxygen,

red in the presence of hydrogen, and white from a combination

of effects.
Sometimes, when a star suddenly explodes and glows at many

times its former intensity, it may appear in the sky as a "nova

stella" (Latin for new star). A nebula ,ometimes consists of the

gaseous residue of sac an eruption. On the other hand, the
loose gas and dust of a nebula may condense and form a star. In
general, the gaseous consistency of interstellar nebulae is much
less dense than the earth's atmosphere. In some instances, it has

the same order of thinneis as the plasma emitted from the Sun

as solar wind.

Beyond the Milky Way

As vast w are the distancei between the stars and planets
of our Milky Way Calaxy, scientists have discovered that this
galaxy is only one among millions of other galaxies in the uni-
verse. Beyond the Milky Way are innumerable groups and clusters
of galaxies exten ling through the whole region of observable
space. To appreciate the size and brilliance of a galaxy outside
our own Milky Way, one needs only to gaze into the northern
sky on a clear autumn night and find a tiny spot of brightness

in the constellation Andromeda. Here is a galaxy known as M31,

which sends light to the unaided eye from a distance of 16
quintillion miles. It is located about two million light years from
the Milky Way Galaxy, billions of times farther sway than the
most distant planet of our solar systemL-Pluto. It is so far away
that an observer on earth sees light which left the galaxy 2.7
million years ago. (Figure 44.)

MAGELLANIC CLOUDS.The only two other galaxies observable

with the unaided eye beyond the Milky Way are the Magellanic

Clouds, named after the sixteenth century mariner, Ferdinand
Magellan, who first observed them in the sky over the Southern
Hemisphere. Although these two galaxies are satellites of our
Milky Way Galaxy, they are approximately 160,000 light years
away, much nearer than the Andromeda Galaxy, regarded by many
astronomers as a neighbor galaxy in intergalactic space.

t
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Figure 44. The Milky Way Galaxy is only one among millions of other galaxies that
inhabit the universe.

.MILLIONS OF ISLAND UNIVERSIES.One of the most momentous
discoveries concerning the reality of galaxies beyond the Milky
Way came in 1925 when a California astronomer named Edwin
Hubble began scanning the skies with a new 100-inch telescope
at Mount Wilson Observato.y. Using the Cepheid measuring stick,
Hubble brought into focus a sphere of about three million light
years in radius, encompassing some 20 different galaxies. From
this point, he charted an additional sphere containing 200 more
galaxies estimated at some 30 million light years in radius. Farther
out in space where single stars could not be seen, Hubble next
used the brilliance of whole galaxies to estimate distances and,
with this measuring system, reached the visible limits of the uni-
verse more than one billion light year away. He concluded that
the universe contains almost as many galaxies as there are stars
in the Milky Way. Modern astronomers with more powerful tele-
scopes know that galaxies outnumber stars by about six to one
throughout most of the sky, and each on an average contains
more than a billion stars and probably even more planets.
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.Families of galaxies.The studies of Hubble and other astrono-

mers indicate that the millions of galaxies scattered throughout

the universe differ in size, shape,, and _position, In compariion

with the Milky Way Galaxy, most of them are smaller, but a few

are also larger. They range in shape from formless clouds of light

to star-studded circles. Despite their differences, Hubble was able

to distinguish three classifications or families of galaxies according

to their shapespirals, ellipticals, and irregulars. The spiral galaxies

contain Population 1 stars in their arms and Population II stars

in their ,nuclei and the surrounding halo. They appear as great
whirlpools of fire and sparks. As mentioned earlier, they contain

three well-defined regionsa densely populated nucleus of stars,

a spherical halo of stars and star, clusters surrounding the nucleus,

and a disc with spiral arms whirling outward around the halo
and nucleus. Elliptical galaxies contain only a nucleus and surround-
ing.halos. They appear as giant flattened beach balls with more or

less densely packed nuclei, depending upon the pull of gravita-
tional forces. Irregular galaxies 'are most often shapeless globs of

blue and blue-white Population I stars with only an occasional

trace of a spiral structure.
"Peculiar" galaxies and quasars.In addition to the three standard

classifications of galaxies, astronomers have 'observed numerous

peculiar objects in deep space whiat.do not conform to any recog-
nizable pattern. They believe that these objects are galaxies which

may have been torn apart in times past by forces beyond their

present range of knowledge. Certain ones of these peculiar galaxies
present themselves as double galaxies joined by lines, of stars
thousands of light years in length. Others seem' to be spinning

side by side, and still others send forth giant flares sufficiently

long to reach across entire galaxies. One of rtheir most puzzling
characteristics is that they produce intense radio waves millions

of times more powerful than those of a normal spiral galaxy.
Although no one knows exactly what the so-called "peculiars"

are, these mysterious objects wiih their powerful radio emissions
have enabled scientists to study intergalactic space far beyond

the normal limits of optical observation. By using radio tele-

scopes, astronomers have located galaxies many times farther away

than ,the thousands of faint galaxies that presently crowd together

on optical telescopes.
Even more puzzling than the peculiars are the strange objects
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called quasars (a term applide to quasi-stellar radiation sources),
which appear as stars through optical telescopes. Despite their in-
credible distance from, the earth of nine-billionor in sre light years,
these tiny starlike objects radiate more energy at radio frequencies
than the most powerful galaxies. Although astronomers do not fully
understand their true nature, they believe that quasars are the
most distant objects in the universe and, as such, may hold some
of the secrets concerning the origin of the universe and even of
life itself.

An expanding universe?=---Astronomers have known for some time
that distant observable galaxies are moving outward in space at
extremely high speeds. Hubble quickly discovered in 1925 that
the red Doppler shift is a characteristic of all galaxies beyond
the Milky Way, the Magellanic Clouds, and M31. He also found
that the more distant a galaxy, the greater was the Doppler shift to-
ward the red end of the color spectrum. This indicated that the
more remote a galaxy is, the faster it is speeding outward away
from the Milky Way. For example, thousands of galaxies in the
constellation Virgo about 50 "million light \years from the Milky,
Way are moving outward at 750 miles a second. Another densely
populated group of galaxies in the constellation Hydra, about 2.7
billion light years away, is increasing its distance from us at the rate
of 38,000 miles per second, roughly a. fifth the speed of light.

With highly accurate measurements provided by the "Doppler
effect," astronomers know beyond doubt that the universe is ex-
panding. This knowledge raises basic questions: how long has this
expansion been going on, and will the universe always continue to
expand? Current measurements of distance made possible by the
Doppler technique suggest that it took the galaxies something like
13 billion years to speed outward from a single dense, cloud of
matter-to their. present positions in spac'e.

In arriving at what must be only partial answers to the second
question, astronomers believe that the universe is expanding in
the same manner that evenly spaced dots will move away from
each other on a toy balloon when it is inflated. One view is that
new galaxies form to fill gaps left by expansion, with the result
that the universe will always appear in much the same state.
Another view holds that expansion is ,causing the universe to
become thinner with the passing of time. If space is partially curved,
according to Einkein's theory of General Relativity, the universe
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will cease to expand in some point of time and will then begin
anorderly process of- contraction. If; according to some astronb-
mers, this is the partial answer to our second question, then the
Milky-Way and life as it is known will be extinguished. As the uni-

verse continues to .contract, another universe will develop from a
super-dense state, and the process of evolution will begin all over
again, producing other,solar systems, other earths, and other intelli-

gent beings.

The Passing of Time in Interstellar and Intergalactic Space

In view of the spectacular achievements of the Apollo flights to

the Moon, scientists and engineers now believe that man eventually

will travel from planet to planet and even to other galaxies in the

universe. But he must first develop more powerful 'propulsion sys-

tems for interplanetary, interstellar, and intergalactic space travel.
One such source of power may be rocket engines driven by pho-

tons which convert light into usable energy. The high exhaust

velocities of photonic engines make it theoretically possible to pro-

pel spaceships at speeds approaching the speed of light (186,300
miles per second). Modern scientists are conducting intensive, basic

research on new and radically improved propulsion systems that

may -one day take man into the distant regions of the universe.

When one remembers that our Milky Way Galaxy is a mon-
strous 100,000 light years in diameter and that the nearest galaxy
to our galaxy is almost two million light years away, it appears
doubtful that man would ever travel in interstellar and intergalactic

space. But, according to the Einstein theory of relativity, such travel
is not impossible. Einstein concluded from his studies that the uni-

verse is not infinite but curved, and astronomers have obtained
some evidence that appears to verify this conclusion. Einstein also
maintained that, when the speed of an object, such as a space-
ship, approaches the speed of light, time slows down for the speed-

ing object. This circumstance (described by Einstein as the relativis-

tic dilation of its own time) would reduce the travel time of space
flights to remote galaxies to a few yearsas the crews of photon-
propelled space vehicles would observe the passing of time.

Scientists have already derived formulas of relativity for mass

ratios, reaction mass consumption, thrust, velocity, and flight times

of photon spaceships. These formulas take into account the speed

of light, the energy of the expended'' reaction mass, acceleration.
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and elapsed time as the crew of a spaceship would observe them.
With the application of these relativistic formulas, some space scien-
tistS have concludedthat there will be no great difference between
the passing Hof time 'observed in a spaceship .traveling within the
solar system and that observed, on the earth. The difference will
be infinitely, -greater, however, during, interstellar and intergalactic
travel. For example, a trip to the center of our Milky Way Galaxy
(a distance of 30,000 light years as measured by earth time) might
be made in 20 years spaceship time. During such a trip, 60,000
years will have passed on the earth. A trip to Andromeda, a
neighbor galaxy, would telescope some 2 million earth years into
26 spaceship years. On a round trip through the entire universe,
a spaceship crew would observe the passing of 42 years, but 40
billion years would have come and gone on the earth.

These are some of the possibilities that may develop as man
extends his reach beyond the Moon into deep space. As the
frontiers of knowledge continue to expand, these possibilities may
become realities. On the other hand, they may end as mere dreams
in the long history of mankind. Of one thing we may be sure,. to-
day's events in the aerosPace environment are only preludes to
other momentous events in the years just ahead.

WORDS, PHRASES, AND NAMES TO REMEMBER

absolute magnitude Hubble, Edwin
apparent magnitude image resolution
asteroids irregular galaxies
Bode, Johann Elert light intensification
Bode's Law Lippershey, Hans
canali Magellanic Clouds
Cassegrainian focus magnitude
Cassini Division M 31
Cepheid variable Newtonian focus
chromosphere nova stella-
coronagraph optical telescope
'Doppler !effect parallax
electromagnetic radiation peculiar galaxies
elliptical galaxies Penumbra
galactic plane photonic engines
Hale telescope photosphere
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'plant of the ecliptic refracting telesdope

Population. I stars secondary mirror

Population stars spectrograph

priniary focus spectroscope

priniaty mirror Spiralgalaxies

proper motions sunspot

quasars Umbra

reflecting telescope

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What important contribution did Galileo make to the study of the uni-
verse?

2, (a) Explain, the difference between- the refracting .telescope and the re-
flecting telescope.
(b), ikamt is the ativantage of the radio telescope over optical telescopes?

3. What is the function of spectroscopes, spectrograph; and coronagraphs?

4. Describe the various layers of the Sun and explain such phinoinentt as
sunspots, solar `flares, solar radiation, and solar wind.

S. Name and describe the major planets of our solar system. What new
information did Mariners II and V reveal concinzing the characteristics of
Venus? What did scientists learn from Mariner IV concerning Mars?

6. What is the difference between asteroids and the major planets?

7: What .are the distinguishing characteristics of the planets Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and' Neptune?

1. Compare the size of our solar system with that-of the Milky Way Galaxy.

9. Describe the techniques used ky astronomers to measure interstellar and

intergalactic distances.

10. Describe the structure of a typical galaxy and-explain how galaxies are
formed.

11. How did Edwin'Hubble arrive at his conclusion that the universe contains
almost as many galaxies as there are stars in the Milky Way?

12. What are the distinguishing characteristics of spiral, elliptical, and irregu-
lar galaxies?

13. What proof do astronomers have that the universe is expanding? What
theories have they advanced regarding future expansion?

14. What further developments are necessary before man can venture into
interstellar and intergalactic space? What do scientists have to say re-
garding the passing of time during, intergalactic space travel?
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THINGS TO DO 1

I. Find out whether the science department in your school possesses any .
of the astronomical instruments used by astronomers to study the uni-
verse. If so. ask your science teacher to demonstrate the use of these
intruments.

2. Make a scale drawing of the solar system, indicating the relative size and
distance of the planets from the Sun. Beneath the drawing, list some of
the basic characteristics of each planet. including similarities and dif-
ferences.

3. In a comparison of the other planets with the earth, list specific character-
istics of each planet that prevent the existence of life as it is known on
the earth.
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INDEX OF WORDS, PHRASES, AND NAMES
6

This index consists of words,. phrases, and names to remember_
listed at the end, of each chapter, with .some additional items. Most

'of the terms in the following list are printed in boldface in the text
where they firs.t appear and elsewhere as necessary. Page numbers
refer to piissages where the term iscdefined, discussed, or explained
in context.

A

absolute magnitude, 116
accretion, 83
advociion,
aerospace, 1
air mass, 30-31
air pressure, 2.3
Air Weather. Service, 47, 51

aitoci haulm, 41
altostratus, 41
Andromeda, 12, 93
anemometer, 46
apparent magnitude,. 116
Apennine Mountains,,, 7$
Apollo 12, 79
apogee, 69
Appleton Region, 63
asteroids, 76, 96; 108.109
atmosphere, 2
atmospheric pressure, 17
atom, 16

'atomic number, 65
atomic weight,, 5 l
aurora australis, 62
aurora borealis, 62

B

r
barometer, 46 -
biosphere, 13, 19
Sod*, Johann Elert, 109
lode's Law, 109

C

caldera, 76
canall, 106
carbohydrates, 18
carbon dioxide, 16
Cassegrainian focus, 91
Cassini Division, 113
celestial mechanics, 73
centrifugal force, 82
Cepheid variable, 116, 121
cislunar space,
chemical properties of air, 16

chlorophyll, 19
chromosphere; 100
cirrostratus, 40, 41, 42
cirrus, 40
cloarair turbulence(CAT), 54
clear ice, 54
climate, 53
climatology, 53
cold fronts, 36, 38

,communications, 47
compounds, 16
condensation, 20
condensation nuclei, 21
tonduction; 22.23'
continental air-mats, 30
c,nvedion, 23
convective thunderstorm, 39
coat' samples, 81

halls force, 2748
corona, 657;100
coronagraph, 95
cosmic dust, 77
cosmic rays, 65
Coude focus, 92
cumulonimbus clouds, 36, 41, 42, 43
cumulus clouds, 39, 41, 43

D

Darwin, Sir George, 82
dew point, 20
Doppler effict, 117, 123
droplets, 20, 4.
dropsonde, 49.51

E

earth as a weather machine, 27
Echo satellites, 67
ecology, 18.19
electromagnetic radiations, 95
electromagnetic waves, 62
electrons, 64
elements, 16
elliptical galaxies, 122
energy, 18, 21.23
evaporation, 20
exosphere, 66
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F

facsimile transmissions, 49
forecaster a:.-pal,ilitirts and limitations,

56.57/
formafIr,z,af clouds, 3942, 43
front,'35
frontal weather, 36.39, 56.57

G

_galactiC gone, 118
galaxy, 12
galaxy formation, 117-120
gravitation, 71

_p?

:4+0:4's Rifle, 77
Hal. telescope, 92
hail, 55
lieterosphere, 64
high clouds, 40
homosphire, 64
Hubble, Edwin, 121
hydrocarbons, 18
hygrometer, 46

icing, 53.54
infrared rays, 21-22
image resolution, 93
inner- planets, 102-108
instruments of astronomy, 88.95
ion, 65
ionization, 65
ionosphere, 62, 64.66
irregular galaxies, 122
intergalaitic space, 12
interplanetary distances, 1

interplanetary space, 6
interstellar space, 9'

J,

Jupiter, 110.112

K

Kennelly-Heaviside layer, 62
Kepler, Johannes,

I.

lava, 77
levels of atmosphere, 14.26
lick Observatory, 90
light intensification, 93
light year, 10

Lippershey, Hans, U
liverworts, 81
low clouds, 40
Luna Orbiter, 72
lunar month, 70

M
Magellanic Clouds, 120

.magnetic pole, 66.68
magnetic tail, 68
magntosphere, 66
magnitude, 116
Marconi, Guglielmo, 62
mare (pl. maria)
Mare Imbrium, 76
mare's tail clouds, 40
Mariner 2, 104
Mariner 5, 104.105
Mariner 6 and 7, 307-108
Mariner 9, 108
Mare Tranquilitati, 76
maritime air mass, 30
Mars, 7, 105-108
mascons, 73
mass, 65
Mercury, 8, 102
mesophere, 25
meteor, 3, 75
meteorites, 75
meteoroids, 75
meteorologist, 40
middle clouds:, 40
Milky Way Galaxy, 9, 11, 114
molecules, 16
Moon, 69.84
M 31, 110

N

National Weather Service, 47
nebula, 12
neutrons, 64
Nolsulae and nova, 118-120
Neptune, 114
Newton, Sir Isaac, 71
Newtonian focus, 91
NIMBUS satellite, 52
nitf6gen, 16
nitrogen cycle, 18
nova Stella, 120
nucleus, 64

occluded front, 38
Oceanus Procellarum, 77
optical telescope, 88.94
outer planets, 110.114
oxygen, 16
oxygen cycle, 18
ozone, 25
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parallax of ens set:end of arc, 10
parsec, 10
-peculiar galaxies, 122.
Penumbra, 99
perigee, 69
photosphere, 911
photanie enginei, 124
pitatosynthesis, 19
physical properties of air, 16
Piieiord, Augusts, 63
plane of the ecliptic, 118

, 'plasma, 66
Pluto, 7, 114
polar air mass, 30 -

Population I stars, 118, 119
Population II stars, 115; 119
precipitation, 20
primary miriar, 91
primary focus, 91
proper motions, 117
protons, 64
psychrometer, 46

Q

spectsregraph, 95
spectrum, 21-22
spiral galaxies, 122
speed of light, 10
static electricity, 39
stratosphere, 25
stratus, 41
subatomic particle, 63
sudden ionospheric disturbances Mee

SIDS), 100
supercooled air, 54 -
Sun, 96-102,
sunspoti, 96-99

T

thermcimeter, 46
thunderheads, 36, 39, 42-43, 55
thunderstorms, 39, 55.56, 57
TIROS satellite, 52
topography, 74
tropical air mass, 30
tropopause, 25
tropes, 25
troposphere, 24
turbulence, 5354

quasar) quasi-stellar-radiation-source),'
12, 123

R

radar, 49
radiant wavas, 21
radiation, 21, 68
radioactivity, 68
radiosonde, 49
rawin, 49
rawinsonde, 49
riflecting telescope, 88, 90.94
refracting telescope, 88-90
relative humidity, 20
retrograde or back -door movements, 36
rills, 77
rim. ice, 54

S

satellite, 73
saturation, 20
Saturn, 112-113
secondary mirror, 91
sidereal month, 70
SIDs, 65
solar flare, 99.100
solar-system, 6, 7, 93-114, 115
solar wind; 66
sounding rousts, 63
space, 5

&spectroscope, 95

,rs

U

ultraviolet rays, 21.22
Umbra, 99
United States Air Force Dictionary, 30
Uranus, 113.114
upper atmosphere, 62-66
vacuum,'5, 39

V

Van Allen, James A. 66
Van Allen radiation belts, 5
Vanua 4 and 7, 104.105

'Venus, 7, 103
visible light rays, 21
visibility, 53.35

w
warm fronts, 36, 38
water vapor, 20
weather, 2, 35.39, 42.47; 52.56
weather hazards, 53.56
weather map, 37, 48
weather satellite, 51.52
weathervane, 46
weight (cf. mass), 65
wet and dry bulb thermometer

(psychrometer), 46

Y

Yerkes Observatory, 90
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